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�Letters

Need for a sustainable model of

agriculture

Some farmers organisations have been agitating against new farm

laws. While agriculture is attracting attention of  the people, this is also

a time to talk about changing the lives of those engaged in agriculture.

The debate over the farm laws is live and has its own relevance. There is

a mismatch between the price paid by the end consumer and those re-

ceived by the first supplier of the food supply chain. One point of the

argument is that the farmers provide low value-added products and the

big corporations do value addition, because of  which there is an expo-

nential increase in profit to the big corporate relative to the farmers.

The alternative is to develop a mechanism where this’ll RT value

addition happens in the village and more income can be derived directly

from the farm produce by the farmers themselves. For example, wheat

farmers can be made partner in higher value-added products like flour,

and packaging. It is because of the economies of a scale model that big

corporations are able to make huge profits. The economies of  scale

model can also be thought over so that we have more job opportunities

and a more rational distribution of income. The maximum risk in

terms of  the production process on farmland is borne by the farmers. We

need to support farmers and FPOs to start  their own food processing

units. This opportunity should also be availed to gain ground for organ-

ic farming and regaining India's agriculture culture making full use of

our bio diversity and specialities.
– Kumar Gaurav, Samastipur, Bihar

The democratic system ulti-

mately operates with the ul-

timate aim of public welfare,

especially the upliftment of

backward and deprived and

the progress of the country. I

believe that the three parts

of governance together will

continue to work towards

achieving this goal.

Ram Nath Kovind
President, Bharat

The entire country has been

blessed by the honest inten-

tion and honest effort of our

government, farmers from

every corner have blessed. I

am sure that all the aware

farmers of the country will be

defeated by those who

spread the illusion and keep

guns on the shoulders of the

farmers.

Narendra Modi
Prime Minister, India

Govt. also doesn’t have an

absolute right to impose laws

without consulting the stake-

holders. And democracy is

something which gives you

right to oppose and seek re-

dressal. If you are supporting

the govt for one policy, you

can’t question the democrat-

ic rights of people.

Dr. Ashwani Mahajan
National Co-convenor, SJM
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EDITORIAL

Economics of Vaccine
Since the beginning of  2020, in a world, struggling with a terrible pandemic, where no cure for the same is in

sight, Corona vaccine is believed to be the only permanent solution . It is worth noting that an effective vaccine helps

in the development of anti-bodies in the body to fight the disease, so that humans could be saved from the same.

This has remained a challenge for epidemiological medicine, as this type of pandemic was neither seen nor

heard before. Similarly, the development of  vaccines is also very challenging for this disease, whose infection

spreads rapidly. More than 200 efforts to develop a vaccine are going on in the world and out of  those about 8

attempts are going on in India as well.

A large number of  vaccines are now being brought for approval in various countries. Meanwhile, the UK

has allowed emergency use of  the vaccine of  the Pfizer Company, followed by US and other countries who have

also given emergency approval of  vaccines manufactured by host of  other companies. Serum Institute, a manu-

facturer of  the vaccine in India, developed by Oxford University, has also sought approval for its emergency use.

Also, approval has been sought for emergency use of  the vaccine manufactured by the Indian company Bharat

Biotech. Although the government has asked for more data from these companies before allowing for the

emergency use of  the vaccine, it can be said that the date of  use of  the vaccine is now looking closer. On the one

hand, it has given a ray of hope in getting rid of this pandemic among the people, however, at the same time,

many questions are also being raised, which are needed to be answered.

The first question in this regard is about the price of this vaccine. With a population of 135 crores, providing

this vaccine to its entire population is a big challenge. It is to be noted that if the cost of giving vaccine to one

person is Rs 1000, then the cost of giving vaccine to the entire population will be Rs 1 lakh 35 thousand crore. At

the same time, if the price of the vaccine increases by Rs 100, this cost will increase by Rs 13,500 crore. The

important thing is that although reports about efficacy and side effects, are coming more prominently, there is still

a lack of clarity about its cost. The cost of the vaccine for Pfizer is $ 37 per dose, which means that India will

have to shed $ 22.8 billion, that is, 169000 crores to purchase 62 crore doses for 31 crore people only. Although

Pfizer has said that in India they will keep its price low, it is not expected to match other competitors. Russian

Sputnik V, on the other hand, costs nearly $10 and Bharat Biotech and Cadila vaccines are expected to cost

between $ 3 and $ 6.

Although many efforts to develop the vaccine are going on all over the world, there is no match of India in

terms of  the potential of  commercial vaccine production. Prime Minister Narendra Modi has also said that the

whole world is looking towards India for vaccine. Whether Sputnik V vaccine or Oxford vaccine, all are in contact

with Indian companies for commercial production in India.

Once the vaccine is allowed to be used, the biggest challenge will be its distribution. Significantly, a temper-

ature of  -75 degrees will be required for the vaccine of  the Pfizer. For this, specially designed refrigeration

machines will be required. Other companies who have sought permission from the Government of  India for

emergency use for their vaccine will not need such a low temperature. There are also talks of seeking help from

the Indian dairy sector in the context of  'cold chain' in the country.

Some people say that the private sector should be empowered to deliver the vaccine. But here we have to

consider that if we hand it over to the private sector, their priority would be profit and therefore they will first

give the vaccine to those who will pay more for it. In such a situation, poor people will be deprived of this vaccine.

Therefore, it is important that it is distributed through the public sector health institutions of India and it is linked

to the Aadhaar number. The advantage of  this will be that important information about the relative efficacy and

side effects of various vaccines will be available. It is believed that first vaccination will be given to doctors, other

health workers, policemen and teachers. The number of  such people will be around three crore. After that, the

elderly and people with weak immunity due to hypertension, diabetes etc. would be needing this vaccine the most.

If the work of vaccine distribution is given to the private sector, it would be difficult to get the vaccine to those

needy sections.

In conclusion we can say that whereas there is a lobbying by the private sector to maximise profits, however,

there are limits of the government budget. Efficacy and side effects of the vaccine itself is a major issue. With all

these issues at hand distribution of the vaccine itself is also not going to be any cake-walk.
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14th Rashtriya Sammelan (Digital) of

Swadeshi Jagran Manch
December 12-13, 2020, New Delhi

The 14th Rashtriya Sammelan of Swadeshi Jagran

Manch (digital) and valedictory function of Dat-

topant Thengadi Birth-Centenary programmes con-

cluded on 12-13 December 2020 at R.K. Puram situ-

ated office in Delhi. The meeting started with the

welcome address of National Convener Sh. R.

Sundaram (C.A.). The homage was paid to Sh.

Bholanath Vij (Sanchalak Chaupal, Laghuvitta Vittran

& Purva Kosh Pramukh, Swadeshi Jagran Manch).

Sh. R. Sundaram discussed about the Artha Evam

Rojgar Sarijak Karyakarm, Hastakshar Abhiyan and

Thengadi Janam-Shatabadi programmes.

Session 1: 12 Dec. 2020 (09.30 to 10.45)

The meeting started with the introduction of All

India Office-bearers and other participants. Out of

51 expected participants 29 could participate in the

meeting due to Corona. The progress report (Vritta)

of eastern region was presented by Sh. Annada Shan-

kar Pannigrahi, while Dr. Dharmendra Dube present-

ed the report of Rajasthan region.

Session-2: (11.00 to 01.00)
l Sh. Satish Kumar (Akhil Bharatiya Sah-Sang-

hthak, SJM) gave brief account of activities carried

out right from the Haridwar Rashtriya Sammelan till

date. He mentioned that a strategy for health care cam-

paign was prepared in collaboration with AYUSH

University at Kurukshetra to deal with COVID-19

and a detailed campaign was launched successfully to

develop immunity among the people. Swadeshi Swav-

alamban Abhiyan, aimed at creating maximum em-

ployment, was launched from April 20, 2019. The

programs to launch the book titled ‘Swadeshi Swav-

alamban ki aur Bharat’ written by Sh. Satish Ku-

mar were organised throughout the country. Swadeshi

signature campaign was launched in 715 districts and

15 other countries from 25 April 2019. More than 14

lakh people signed under the campaign and about 48

thousands volunteers agreed to work with the Manch.

From 9th August, the Chinese Companies to Leave

India program was successfully carried out. It had its

impact on government sectors and Chinese Apps and
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Change FDI Norms to Block Entry of MNCs in New Retail Format

Indian Retail sector is one of the fastest markets in the world. It contributes 10% to our GDP Retail trade sector
is one of the prime employment provider in our country and contribute 8% to employment. 89% of the Retail trade is
traditional retail, 9% is organised retail and 3% is e-commerce. More than 50 Million people are involved in traditional
retail with more than 20 Million outlets of small or very small sizes. The sector has not only generated employment
but has also provided ample opportunities to the younger generation to show their entrepreneurial skills. Retail trade
has eased pressure on public sector as well as the Government to provide employment opportunities to a very large
young population which enters the market every year.

In this background, the Government has restricted entry of multinational companies in retail trade. Foreign
Direct Investment Policy of the Government, has not permitted FDI in inventory model of multi-brand retail trade.
However, to ensure that the sector make use of the latest technological developments, it has permitted MNCs to
operate in multi-brand retail sector with Market Place Model where, they facilitate the local players to sell their
products and to the consumers to buy the products online. It is worth noting that MNCs have been flouting the
norms prescribed for them to operate in Market place Model. The same have been pointed out by SJM from time to
time to the Government but its response is not at desirable level.

In a separate development, the Essential Commodities Act has been amended and restrictions on quantitative
storing of all agro products has been removed for exporters, super markets and large wholesalers.

In the last few months, we have witnessed another development in multi brand retail sector and that is MNCs
are increasing their presence in organised retail in India. The MNCs are now collaborating with major local players to
create Omni channel retail model where the arrangement has been made in a very cunning manner so that MNCs can
carry on multi brand retail trade in India by circumventing FDI policy restrictions on them.

The most prominent example is investment by Facebook, which also owns WhatsApp in Jio Platforms Ltd, a
company promoted by Reliance Industries Ltd. Jio Platforms consist of Jio Telecom Ltd, owner of a large telecom
market in India. TV 18, a media Group of companies and Jio-Mart, an e-commerce market place.

Reliance Retails Ventures Ltd, another wholly owned subsidiary of Reliance Industries Ltd, is a major player in
organised retail and owns 1800 physical retail stores under the brands 'Reliance Retails', Reliance Fresh' etc. It has recently
acquired retail business of Future Group also which owns brand like "Big Bazaar, FBB, Central Food Hall". This acquisition
shall also allow Reliance Retails to control very large logistics and warehousing infrastructure. Reliance Retails has also
acquired 'Netmeds', an e-pharmacy. Reliance Retails has also attracted substantial investment by MNCs in the company.

Jio Platforms Ltd and Reliance Retails Ventures Ltd has launched 'Jio Mart- Desh ki Aapni Dukaan', a multi
brand retail business model where customers will be able to select product online for which delivery shall be made
through kirana stores being registered as last mile connectivity with the consumer.

It can be observed from this development that:
1. MNCs would be able to participate in 'Inventory Based Model' in multi brand retail trade where otherwise FDI is not permitted
2. Reliance Retail and Big Bazaar will dominate over other players in the multi-brand retail in physical format such

as Dmart, Croma etc.
3. Local Kirana Stores shall be transformed into fulfilment centres for Jio Mart.
4. Wholesalers shall be converted in warehousing lots for JioMart and Reliance Retail.
5. Reliance Retails shall be in a position to purchase and store and warehouse a very large quantity of agro products.
6. Medical stores and pharmacies will have to compete with online sellers like Reliance Retails.

It is suspected that more than 38% of retail market shall be with Reliance Industries Ltd alone. These develop-
ments would result in monopolistic situation where a single party shall not only be able to exploit suppliers and
farmers by making purchases at cheaper rates but would also be able to exploit the consumers by offering goods at
higher prices in the absence of competition in the market.

SJM demands that:
1. This nexus of MNCs and Indian business houses, which shall be detrimental to not only a very large population

engaged in multi brand retail in the shape of local Kirana Stores, manufacturers in the micro and small industry
sector as well as to the consumers at large, should not be allowed to operate in India.

2. Government of India should examine critically the real impact of such development on the overall employment in
the unorganised retail as well as on the consumers at large.

3. Sale of medicines through e-commerce should not be permitted keeping in view the law if the land and its likely
impact on health safety of the population.

4. FDI norms should be suitable amended to block the entry of MNCs in multi brand retail trade in India in any
format directly or indirectly.  q

Resolution - 1

CIOVER STORCIOVER STORCIOVER STORCIOVER STORCIOVER STORYYYYY
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Ensure Remunerative Price to Farmers Under the Law

Though, many political parties and farmers' organizations are opposing new farm legislations, Swadeshi

Jagaran Manch  believes that the government's intention in bringing new agricultural Acts is good. However,

there are some amendments needed to overcome the drawbacks in the Acts, plug the shortcomings and allay

the fears and doubts about the new bills. The intention of ‘The Farmers Produce Trade and Commerce

(Promotion and Facilitation) Bill, 2020’ is seemingly that farmers get the right price for their produce in the

absence of intermediaries.

There is a doubt in this regard that the in the absence of ‘Mandi Fee’ buyers will be naturally encouraged

to buy out of the APMC markets. In such a situation, the APMC Mandis will no longer be generally preferred

by private players; and thus farmers will also be forced to sell outside the APMC Mandis. Swadeshi Jagaran

Manch feels that in such a situation, big procurement companies may exploit the farmers. In such a situa-

tion, it would be appropriate that when laws are being made and purchases are being allowed outside the

APMC markets, minimum support price (MSP) is guaranteed to the farmer and purchases below the MSP

are declared illegal. Not only the government, should private parties also be barred to buy at less than MSP.

According to the new provisions, when any buyer can buy from the farmer by showing his PAN card,

the payment should be made immediately as soon as the farmer's produce is lifted; or the government should

guarantee the payment. All procurer companies and traders should compulsorily be registered.

Though, it’s good for the farmers to have more options to sell their produce, however in reality if one

large company or a few companies dominate, the bargaining power of the poor farmers will be badly

affected. The government had earlier said that 22 thousand agriculture Mandis would be established. This

task should be completed on fast track basis.

The Farmers’ Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion and Facilitation), 2020 Act defines a farmer as

a person "who engages in the production of farmers' produce by himself or by a hired labour". This defini-

tion of farmer in the Bill is such that companies will also be included in the definition of farmer. It will not be

appropriate. Swadeshi Jagaran Manch firmly believes that the a definition of farmer should include only the

farmer who engages himself in farming, not companies.

Swadeshi Jagaran Manch believes that if farmers sell outside APMC Mandis, he will not have the facility

to get advance from traders. In such a situation, when a farmer enters into a contract with a company, the

payment should start from sowing stage itself. In this way payment can be made in 3 to 4 instalments.

There should be a judicious dispute resolution mechanism for the farmers engaged in contract farming.

The ‘Dispute Resolution Mechanism’ proposed by the ‘The Farmers (Empowerment and Protection) Agree-

ment on Price Assurance and Farm Services Bill, 2020’, related to contract farming is very complex for the

farmers. Already over burdened Sub-Divisional Magistrate has been placed in key role in dispute resolution.

Due to this, it would be extremely difficult for the farmers to get justice in the event of a dispute. Establish-

ment of Farmers Courts on the lines of Consumer Courts would be a plausible solution. q

Resolution - 2

contracts were cancelled. Similarly, under the Artha

Evam Rojgar Sarijak Samman Karyakarm, pro-

grammes were held at 385 places in 285 districts in

which 2785 entrepreneurs were honoured. Swadeshi

Think Tank (CEPR) operating from Delhi organ-

ised programmes in which more than 40 Vice-Chan-

cellors and experts like Dr. Rajiv Kumar (Deputy

Chairman Niti Aayog), Prof. Vaidyanathan and Prof.

V.K. Malhotra (ICSSR) also participated. A successful

movement was also organised to change the concept

of GDP lead development to employment lead de-

velopment. More than 5 thousand programmes were

organised to commemorate the birth centenary of

Dattopant Thengadi in which people in lakhs partici-

pated from across the country.

l Dr. Ashwani Mahajan (National Co-Conve-

nor, SJM) presented the concept of Atmanirbhar

Bharat and two resolutions on- 1. Remunerative Pric-

es to Farmers, 2. Change in FDI Norms prohibiting

MNCs from Entering the Retail Business.

l Sh. V. Bhagaiah (Sah Sarkaryawah, Rashtriya

Swayamsevak Sangh) congratulated all Swadeshi Jag-

ran Manch volunteers for strengthening the organisa-

tion and spreading its activities to the masses. He said

that to make the world follow Indian philosophy, we

have to work for a long period and appreciated the

CIOVER STORCIOVER STORCIOVER STORCIOVER STORCIOVER STORYYYYY
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commendable work being done Swadeshi Jagran

Manch by honouring the wealth & employment cre-

ators. He gave information about upcoming programs

to save Mother Earth and to promote organic & nat-

ural agriculture by RSS and its associated organisa-

tions and urged swadeshi volunteers to actively par-

ticipate in it. He informed about the soil enrichment

programme under which fertility of the soil shall be

increased by replacing use of chemicals to organic

manures under the Akasha Krishi Parivar, in which

Swadeshi Jagran Manch has to play an important role.

l After this, Dr. Rajiv Kumar presented the

progress report of Uttar Pradesh Kshetra.

Session-3 (03.30 to 05.00)

l Sh. Manjunath (Regional Convenor) present-

ed the report of Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka. Sh.

Keshav Dubolia (Regional Convenor) presented the

progress report of Madhya Kshetra. Sh. Jitendra

Gupta (Laghu Udhyog Bharti) gave information on

how rural economy can be strengthened by craftsmen

and small scale industries. On behalf  of  Vidya Bharti,

Sh. J.R. Jagdish informed about the work done to pro-

mote Swadeshi through educational  institutions.

l Sh. Kashmiri Lal (Akhil Bharatiya Sanghthak)

presented his views on the issue of Atmanirbhar Bhar-

at and said that for a self-reliant India, we have to

make our villages, districts and states Atmanirbhar. It

has five pillars- economy, infrastructure, technology,

demography and demand. For Atmanirbharta, agree-

ments should be on equality basis. He also touched

upon the historical background of Atmanirbharta.

Besides, he discussed the things need to done for

swadeshi. These are– holdings meetings, discussion

on state budget, vichar-valaya, writing articles, pre-

paring list of swadeshi goods, swadeshi resolve, link-

ing local issues with swadeshi etc.

l Prof. Vijay Kaul informed about the recently

concluded activities of  Swadeshi Think Tank (CEPR)

and how it started with the boycott Chinese Goods

movement. The Think Tank also signed with the Dato-

pant Thengadi Study Center running at Chaudhary

Bansi Lal University under which a detailed study shall

be conducted on different dimensions of Atmanirb-

har Bharat.

l Sh. Kamaljeet gave his views on start-ups, in-

novations and entrepreneurship with examples.

Open Discussion Session (05.00 to 07.00)

l Sh. Balaram Nandwani (CA) – those who are

honoured as Artha & Rojgar Srijak Abhiyan should

be made swadeshi brand ambassadors.

l Sh. Kamaljeet – In Jagadhri micro-finance

women maintains account with bank and despite be-

ing poor, returns all the money back to the bank.

l Sh. Keshav Dubolia – There should be

Swadeshi Women Workshops so that new people

could join.

l Sh. K. Jagdish – There should be Incubation

Cell in every district and Vichar Varga should be qual-

itative in nature.

l Dr. Dharmendra Dube – Emphasized upon

the strengthening of micro financing and creation of

think tanks for a Swavalambi & Atmanirbhar Bharat.

CIOVER STORCIOVER STORCIOVER STORCIOVER STORCIOVER STORYYYYY
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l Dr. Rajkumar Chaturvedi – emphasized Trive-

ni’s idea for local planning and development for Aat-

manirbharta - local human resources, women empow-

erment, natural resources and agriculture.

l Sh. Manjunath – suggested to prepare a districts-

wise products report to promote entrepreneurship.

l Sh. Vijay Vats – pointed out that despite being

a Manch, ours is karyakarta based organisation, there-

fore along with intellectual discussion, we should fo-

cus on our karyakartas.

l Prof. Raj Kumar Mittal spoke about taking

along all the stakeholders of the district like educa-

tional institutions, banks, local administration, Krishi

Vigyan Kendra, entrepreneurs for Aatmanirbharta.

Session-5: 13 Dec. 2020 (09.00 to 10.35)

The session was chaired by Sh. Kashmiri Lal.

Initially, Sh. Tejram Chahar from the Delhi office gave

information about the swadeshi magazine and the sta-

tus of the Kendransh received from the States (prants)

so far. All were requested to expedite the process of

sending their share of  Kendransh at the earliest. Dr.

Ashwani Mahajan informed that from this month

swadeshi magazine shall be made available offline. All

stressed the need to improve the postal service so

that magazine could reach the workers in time. Sug-

gestions were made to improve its quality such as

special coverage of important topics and book re-

views. The participants also got the guidance of  Sh.

Kashmiri Lal during the session in which he stressed

upon six things for making a district Aatmanirbhar.

These are – 1. know your  district, 2. prepare district-

wise list of swadeshi products, 3. holding swadeshi

fairs, 4. holdings meetings and conferences  business-

wise, 5. policy intervention and social audit, 6. organ-

isational extension. He also cautioned the participants

to keep in mind their limitations and enthusiasm.

l Important Informations – Sh. Satish Ku-

mar provided information on the following matters:

1. under the signature campaign, data of 48 thousand

volunteers was collected, which has been sent to all

the states. All the states should use it appropriately. 2.

In Haryana, 4-5 days training camp was organised

for 70 volunteers and in 20 out of 22 districts, Sam-

park Pramukh and Sah-Sampark Pramukh have been

nominated. Other states should also try in this direc-

tion. 3. In today’s era, it has become necessary to use

digital technology in all 700 districts. The states should

also explore the possibility of appointing full-time

workers for swadeshi work.

l Sh. Vijay Vats presented the progress report

of the northern region.

l At the end of this session Sh. Kashmiri Lal

asked the participants to - 1. Discuss and publish arti-

cles in newspapers on  the two resolutions to be pre-

sented  and on the concept note on Aatmanirbhar

Bharat, 2. Keep preparing the list of people coming

in contact during the Ram Janmabhoomi Dhan San-

greh campaign, 3. Keep updated knowledge about

the State and making workers aware about the same.

State-wise responsibility was assigned for this purpose.

Session-6: Valedictory Function of Sh. Dat-
topant Thengadi Birth Centenary

Sh. Dattopant Thengadi Centenary Commem-

oration Program started with Shankhanaad  and the

lamp was lit by Sh. R. Sundaram, Sh. Kashmiri Lal,

Sh. Arun Ojha, and Dr. Ashwani Mahajan. Dr. Som-

nath Sachdeva (Vice Chancellor, Kurukshetra Univer-

sity, Kurukshetra) anchored the programme.

l Sh. Arun Ojha, while welcoming and intro-

ducing the guests, expressed his views on the rele-

vance of the swadeshi movement and stated that the

program is made live through www.youtube.com/

joinswadeshi and www.joinswedeshi.com. In the pro-

gram, 16727 swadeshi enthusiasts have got themselves

registered. The program was chaired by the CEO of

Sridhar Vembu (CEO of  JOHO Group). Dr. Ba-

jrang Lal Gupta (Sanghchalak Uttar Kshetra, RSS) was

the keynote speaker in the programme. Sh. Ramesh

Aggarwal (Bikaner Bhujiawale) was the guest of  ho-

nour in the program. Sh. Satish Kumar presented a

record of the activities through PPT in front of ev-

eryone. Dr. Ashwani Mahajan put forward the con-

cept of Aatmanirbhar Bharat. He said that we have

to become Aatmanirbhar with dignity and avoid the

slavery of  foreign companies. Swadeshi Jagran Manch

has fought foreign companies right from the very

beginning. Indian companies came forward to deal

with Covid-19 and made PPE, ventilators, masks etc.

not only for Indians but also supplied to foreign coun-

tries. Swadeshi Jagran Manch wants to connect with

the countries of the world on equality basis and envi-

sions world welfare by making our country better.

We will go to the district level for Aatmanirbharta.

Dr. Mahajan put forward two proposals – 1.  Remu-

nerative prices of  the produce to the farmers, 2. Re-

stricting the entry of multinational companies into retail

CIOVER STORCIOVER STORCIOVER STORCIOVER STORCIOVER STORYYYYY
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trade by changing the FDI rules. Resolutions were

passed with a voice vote.

l Sh. Kashmiri Lal in his address stated that small

businesses have to be nurtured to make Bharat Aat-

mnirbhar and to create employment. For this, we have

to go to every corner of  the villages. We have to think

how to make each state, district and village swava-

lambi, work has to be done at the ground level. For

making the district swavalambi, what we need to do,

I already have stated earlier.

After this, “Mera ho Mann Swadeshi, Mera ho

tan Swadeshi…..” song was sung.

l Guest of  Honour Sh. Ramesh Aggarwal said

that we should adopt swadeshi to strengthen the econ-

omy of  our country. For this the quality of  swadeshi

goods should be improved.

l Sh. Shridhar Vembu, who presided the func-

tion discussed the state of Indian economy and point-

ed out that India lives in villages. Therefore, to strength-

en the economy of  the country, first of  all the econo-

my of  the village has to be strengthened. Today, due

to backwardness of  villages, talent is migrating. Need

of the day is to adopt modern technologies using the

local talent for which their organisation is working.

Today, high value goods are exported from his or-

ganisation to countries like USA and Germany.

l Keynote speaker Dr. Bajrang Lal Gupta said

that Swadeshi Jagran Manch has been working since

1991 for the betterment of  Indian economy. During

Corona pandemic Swadeshi Jagran Manch has suc-

cessfully carried out the process of distribution of

grains, food, medicine and other essential commodi-

ties on an extensive scale. He said that the ideas of

Thengadi Ji would continue to move forward through

Bhartiya Mazdoor Sangh and Swadeshi Jagran Manch.

Thengadi ji was both a Dristta (visionary) and a Shristta

(creater). The live example of which is the Swadeshi

Jagran Manch. Thengadi Ji’s personality was multi-

faceted. He was scholar of Indian and foreign thoughts

and an expert of Hindu thought. He said that Hindu

culture and thoughts are not only for India, but are a

path towards world’s welfare. Swadeshi is an overall

theme and is the basis of expression of patriotism.

Foreign institutions are not good for India. Only our

systems will help us to stand on our own feet. He said

that the Hindu way of  life is the way to world’s wel-

fare. The consumeristic tendency damages the envi-

ronment, increases economic disparities, unemploy-

ment and mental stress. Therefore, Indian model of

development offers solution to today’s world prob-

lems. He was opposed to any form of  ism such as

socialism and capitalism and therefore suggested third

alternative which is free from any form of  ism.

l On this occasion, ‘Swadeshi Chitthi’ written

by Sh. Satish Kumar was released.

l At the end of the program, the National Con-

venor Sh. R. Sundaram in his address pointed out

that today whole country and the world is embracing

the idea of   swadeshi and the responsibility of taking

it to the grass-root level has increased all the more.

He expressed his happiness over Swadeshi Jagran

Manch volunteers organising the Thengadi Centenary

Programmes at places in large numbers throughout

the country. After this Dr. Somnath Sachdeva thanked

all the guests, officials and workers and the program

concluded with the recitation of kalyan mantra.  qq

CIOVER STORCIOVER STORCIOVER STORCIOVER STORCIOVER STORYYYYY
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Need for Appropriate Use of Foreign
Exchange Reserves

Today, there is an

opportunity for the

government to

revive efforts to

ensure the stability

of foreign

exchange reserves

and exchange

rates in the

country, because

even if they start

withdrawing, we

will have sufficient

buffer of FER to

support the

government

endeavor.

Dr. Ashwani

Mahajan

Developing countries, which are on the path of devel-

opment, usually face scarcity of foreign exchange. The

demand for foreign exchange is much more, due to the

import of  capital and intermediate goods required for

development and there are limited possibilities for ex-

port. They also have to face shortage of foreign curren-

cy due to the obligation of payment of principal and

interest on the debt accumulated due this reason.

In 1991, India had to deal with similar situation.

The situation had reached to such a point that the coun-

try did not have Foreign Exchange Reserves (FER) suf-

ficient for even one week’s imports. But we never faced the same situation after

that. Recently foreign exchange reserves have reached more than $ 575 billion,

breaking all previous records.

It is indeed a great achievement for the country. This in a way provides relief

and solace to the policy makers because there is hardly any threat of any default in

the payment for our imports or repayment of  debt. Significantly, today our for-

eign exchange reserves have reached the equivalent of  15 months imports.

How Foreign Exchange Reserves Increased?
Although the foreign exchange reserves have been increasing continuously

for a long time, there is a special reference to the recent increase in foreign ex-

change reserves. During the Corona era, when countries around the world are

struggling with the problem of  declining GDP and decreasing exports, our for-

eign exchange reserves in India are increasing. Foreign exchange reserves have

grown by more than 100 billion in the last eight months. The reason for this is that

on the one hand there has been a huge reduction in imports after April and on the

other hand, huge amount of foreign investment has been attracted towards In-

dia. Between April and November, portfolio investment of about $ 19 billion

and FDI of more than $ 23 billion has been received. The import of oil was

reduced due to the lockdown. Similarly, the import of  electronics and gold has

also decreased significantly. Due to the declining oil prices as well as the declining

volumes, oil imports between April and September this year have been only $31.9

billion, against $65 billion during the same period last year. Between April and

October last year, gold worth $ 17.6 billion was imported, which has been re-

duced to only $ 9.2 billion during the same period this year. Between April and

October last year, imports of electronic goods were $ 34.7 billion, which has

come down to only $28.6 billion this year.

It may be noted that the lack of  foreign exchange reserves also causes deval-

uation of  the country’s currency. Everyone knows that the exchange rate, that is,

the price of  foreign currency in terms of  domestic currency (rupees), depends on

the demand and supply of  foreign exchange. Increasing foreign exchange reserves

ECONOMYECONOMYECONOMYECONOMYECONOMY
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are indicative of excess supply of

foreign exchange in the country, vis-

a-vis its demand. Naturally, with

comfortable position of FER, not

only the constant devaluation of our

rupee has come to an end, rupee

has rather started appreciating. Ex-

change rate, which reached 77 ru-

pees per dollar in April 2020, is now

around 74 rupees per dollar.

Need for Make Appropriate
Use of FER

Although foreign exchange

reserves give us a sense of  com-

fort, that there will be no further

devaluation of our currency; and

the country will be at ease in for-

eign payments. But we have to un-

derstand that growing foreign ex-

change reserves also entail a signif-

icant cost. Gold is the only reserve

in foreign exchange reserves,

whose value keeps increasing in the

long run. But there is usually no

monetary benefit from increasing

reserves of  foreign currencies.

Most of our foreign exchange re-

serves are invested in foreign cen-

tral banks, which usually receive

interest at the rate of zero to 0.5

percent only. But the reasons for

which foreign exchange reserves

are increasing, such as portfolio

investment, are those investments

that make foreign investors earn

25 to 30 percent or more. Similar-

ly, foreign direct investors also earn

huge amounts and repatriate their

returns to their respective countries.

Both increase and decrease in

foreign exchange reserves mainly

depend on foreign investment. It

is generally observed that Foreign

Direct Investment (FDI), especial-

ly in green field projects is more

stable than Foreign Portfolio In-

vestment (FPI). This is so because

FDI is for the long run. Simulta-

neously, new technology also

comes with this type of foreign

investment. It doesn’t only do

away with the scarcity of resourc-

es; it also increases employment

and production. Proponents argue

that all measures should be adopt-

ed to attract foreign investors.

But it has to be understood

that not all foreign investment is the

same. Portfolio investments, in par-

ticular, are highly uncertain and vol-

atile. This causes uncertainty not only

in the stock markets but also in for-

eign exchange reserves and ex-

change rates. Due to this, the coun-

try’s currency keeps devaluing with-

out any fundamental reason. On the

other hand, there is a class in the

country, which supports this deval-

uation. This type of uncertainty and

volatility has to be stopped.

How to Stop Volatility?

Today the situation is that

portfolio investors invest mostly in

the share markets, because their

objective is basically to profit from

the volatility of  the share markets.

This is proven fact that this volatil-

ity is also created by these portfo-

lio investors only. They first push

the share prices up by bringing in

huge investment and lure other in-

vestors to invest in these shares.

Then they suddenly offload these

shares at their peak and cause share

prices to dip low. The gainers are

obviously these FPIs and the losers

are domestic investors. In the pro-

cess when they take their investment

to their home countries, it causes

deprecation of Indian rupee. This

process is continuously repeated.

Since the country was strug-

gling with shortage of foreign ex-

change, therefore, government did

not want to take any risk that would

dissuade portfolio investors. Hence

the government was not prepared

to take any action, which would

displease them. But today when

our foreign exchange reserves are

comfortable due to various reasons

and due to the efforts of self-reli-

ance by the country, there is every

possibility of reduction in imports

and opportunities of foreign in-

vestment are also increasing. There-

fore, now we can make some such

efforts, which can discipline the

portfolio investors.

In this regard, a minimum

lock in period can be imposed on

them. Also, when they withdraw

their amount, some tax must be

levied on them, what in theory is

called ‘Tobin Tax’. Apart from this,

many other measures can be im-

posed on their withdrawal. Last

year, the government proposed

taxing portfolio investors earning

more than Rs 2 crore annually.

Portfolio investors pressurized the

government by withdrawing their

investment. This was a kind of

blackmailing. In such a situation, the

government rolled back its deci-

sion under their pressure.

Today, there is an opportuni-

ty for the government to revive

efforts to ensure the stability of

foreign exchange reserves and ex-

change rates in the country, because

even if they start withdrawing, we

will have sufficient buffer of FER

to support the government en-

deavor. This will be the appropri-

ate policy for the long run. And

since now we have comfortable

FER position, this is an appropri-

ate time as well to put new rules in

place, which may include Tobin

Tax, minimum lock in period and

tax on their earnings. If  we fail to

discipline these FPIs now, the coun-

try will continue to suffer from the

volatility caused by them.       qq
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Harmonious

industrial

relations are sine

qua non for high

rate of growth in

manufacturing.We

must not become

blind to the fact in

quest for being

part of GVCs.

KK Srivastava

Tweak laws for labour welfare

LABOURLABOURLABOURLABOURLABOUR

Earlier this month violence broke out at Wistron bringing to fore discrepancies

in the way Taiwanese company handled the employees. Apple, for which the

contract manufacturing is done there, ruled that it will not assign more work to

the company until it addressed the issue. The incident highlights ancillary regula-

tions that India needs to put in place, such as specific labour laws that seek to

protect workers at these plants, specifically contract workers, in terms of  working

hours, wages, and others work conditions. This will be key to India’s goal of  having

the electronics manufacturing sector contribute up to 20% of  India’s economy by

2025, and help prevent fiasco such as the Wistron vandalisation by violent workers.

Taking advantage, Global Times, the Chinese daily immedi-

ately said, “This is a potential risk when manufacturers consider

moving their production lines out of China where they have most

stable labour market supporting the nation to become the largest

manufacturing hub.” A reporter tweeted, “At a time when India’s

economy is besieged, the idea of  absorbing China’s industrial trans-

fer seems …. like a fantasy.” To be sure, however, Foxconn’s Chi-

na record has its own set of problems, including deaths by suicides over low pay

and working conditions.

What is the genesis of the Indian labour problem?
Apple’s iPhones are among the most expensive in the world. However,

manufacturing costs are estimated to be just 2-3% of its total price, as against

profits of  more than 50%. Wages, out of  these manufacturing costs, would be an

even smaller fraction. Indeed, in virtually all global value China’s (GVCs) workers

earn disproportionately a very low percentage as wages. Moreover, particularly in

India, incomes have been shiting away from factory workers to others for a very

long time anyway. In 1980s the share of  wages to workers in net value added at

30.3 was higher than the share of profits at 23.4. This started changing in the

1990s, incidentally the time when reforms were brought to Indian economy. In

2017-18, wages accounted for 15.7, while profits reined at 46.9. Workers have

lost to capital on one hand, but also to white and grey collar (managerial and

supervisory) staff  on the other hand. As a result the gap between wage per work-

er and emoluments per employee has been rising steadily in India since the late

90s. Whereas the index of  real wage rate and index of  real emoluments rate both

stood at 1 in 1981-82, the index for the former rose to only 1.495 in 2017-18 but

that for real emoluments has gone up to 2.08. This growing gap is due to two

factors. The share of  contract workers supplied by contractors has been con-

stantly on the rise. They are paid a fraction of  what permanent workers are paid

for the same work. Second, the production linked wages have increased far more

slowly than salaries and bonuses of  the supervisory and managerial staff. No

wonder, India’s industrial history is replete with strikes and occasional violence.

Many of  the disputes are due to contract labour wages issues. In Indian

manufacturing 70% contractual workforce is quite common. This is partly be-

cause they can be engaged at much lower wages, but also because in India it is

extremely difficult to fire a permanent worker, even if, say, in Wistron’s case,

iPhone Revenue Break up

Head Cost/Profit ($)

Major components (cost) 207

Other costs 89

Manufacturing costs 15

Profits 319
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Apple were to start cancelling the

orders. The permanent worke-

force, an organised lot, successful-

ly negotiates better pays and facili-

ties periodically. Contract workers,

without collective bargaining pow-

er, enjoy no such luxury of course.

Then, since the tenure of contrac-

tual employees is temporary, they

show no commitment to a com-

pany’s cause, rather they are peren-

nially discontented. The solution is

to allow companies to offer fixed

term employment where in a com-

pany will directly hire an employee

on a fixed, but limited, period but

giving the contract workers all the

benefits that is given to permanent

employees. A good practice could

be to offer a salary that is closest

to the entry level pay cheque of a

permanent workman.

Another problem, albeit lim-

ited as of  now, that has emerged

in recent times is on account of

first generation workers from land-

ed class, who are relatively well off,

who do not come to work for sub-

sistence, but to have ‘fun’ and kill

boredom. Thirdly, it is the political

interference, from especially the

opposition parties in workers’ dis-

putes with the sole view to embar-

rass the incumbent government. In

brief, unless workers realize that their

well being is tied to the fortunes of

the company and they see both

growing in tandem, the industrial

relations would not be in harmony.

One way, for example, could be to

have production linked incentives.

The problem also arises be-

cause the MNCs are from a dif-

ferent culture. In Japan, for exam-

ple, incentives or bonus schemes

based on volume are unheard of.

The Japanese firms wish to ap-

praise performance of  even the

workmen. These things are anath-

ema to Indian workers. While the

official lunch break is for 30 min-

utes, in India it easily stretches to

45-60 minutes. When the supervi-

sors become firm about imple-

menting the set norms there are

protests. We Indians also have a

culture of not saying No to our

superiors, even if something is un-

implementable. So an Indian man-

ager would commit to a foreign

boss something despite all odds.

The expats naturally want to push

their work culture. An employee

needs to build community relations

too. The community, including the

worker’s family, from which a

workersis hired, must also feel that

the company is generous and car-

ing not only to the worker but also

the community in general. You can’t

do well without doing good. This

way there will be a balance be-

tween production targets and in-

dustrial environment.

But in reality due to constant

pressure of cutting costs, improv-

ing margins and producing large

volumes, big brands locate them-

selves, in the global value chains, at

places where they could cut cor-

ners in terms of  paying low wag-

es. In their own countries either the

union may be strong or wages may

be high, or the regulations might

be very stringent. Apple is ofcourse

one prime example from USA,

which does no manufacturing of

its own. When such brands, are

churning out large volumes at in-

creasing pace and tighter deadlines,

the workers are squeezed to the

hilt, forcing them to work under

inhuman conditions, working be-

yond an eight hour shift, very lim-

ited breaks in between and with

rigid supervision. While the work

practices become regimented, due

to contractual employment pay-

ment are very low with no social

security. All this in the background

of weak legal regulatory labour

architecture and capacities. This

makes monitoring and control of

a large exploitative enterprise vir-

tually impossible. In any case, the

Indian government wants to invite

foreign capital and has a phobia of

its flight. Shut your eyes benignly

unless matters escalate and things

move out of control, like at Wist-

ron. Look what Wistron has to say!

It said, “As the Narasapur facility

is a new unit and the shipment

quantity is still small, the incident

will not cause significant impact…..

The programmes that have been

initiated before the incident re-

main.” To be fair, however, to the

company it did admit to lapses in

payment of wages to employees

and assured full compensation to

them. Things got compounded

because Wistron’s HR department

was not professionally set up with

personnel of sound knowledge of

labour laws. The factory adopted

a 12 hour shift, without commen-

surate compersation.

The government needs to bring

about a change in contract labour

employment and payment practic-

es, develop a ‘code of conduct’ for

all stakeholders – employers, sup-

pliers, and all other in supply chain,

but most importantly ensure ade-

quate monitoring and auditing of

compliance of labour standards and

safeguards. It should work towards

providing workers avenues to chan-

nelize their grievances and social di-

alogues to mitigate unrest.

However, in the present dis-

pensation in a labour surplus econ-

omy which is harping on being a

significant player in the global value

chains this surely seems to be a tall

order, a bridge too far to reach. qq

LabourLabourLabourLabourLabour
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The time has come for Self-Reliant Bharat

Bharat was the

epicenter for all

kinds of

knowledge,

wisdom,

discovering, arts,

law & order,

democracy,

progress of

science and use of

sophisticated and

indigenous

technology in

major categories

of economic

activities.

Dr. S.

Lingamurthy

DEBATEDEBATEDEBATEDEBATEDEBATE

Bharat was the epicenter for all kinds of knowledge, wisdom, discoveries, arts,

law & order, democracy, progress of  science and use of  sophisticated and

indigenous technology in major categories of  economic activities such as hand-

loom, agriculture, food storage, health and in all other walks of day-to-day life

of human wellbeing without having market or government/kingdom interfer-

ence and influence over ordinary life of people since the ages and we have been

significant footprints of themacross the world, where all the people of the uni-

verse have accepted our ideas &practices with conviction and utmost trust. The

universal acceptance had become possible through our ancestors, rishis, guru’s

regular scientific vigor and enabling them to transfer from one generation to

another. Bharat established the modern civilization much before the birth of  modern

developed countries and prevailed truth in various facets and viewed the world

as one family “Vasudaiva Kutumbakam” instead of  one market. With this

manner, our ancestors touched the hearts of people from all corners of the

globe, ordinary people and traders from Bharat travelled one country to another

to nurture civilization, environment and livelihoods through soft-power such as

spirituality, yoga and Ayurveda; and also trade.

As per Angus Maddison book “Contours of  the World Economy, 1-2030

AD”, published by Oxford University Press in 2007, Bharat was sharing the high-

est world trade with about 32% during the year of 1700 by having 1/4th share of

the world manufacturing which was supported by joint-family system busi-

ness ventures. Maddison also explained the stagnation and declination of  our

share in global trade and manufacturing over the period of time during Mughals

& British Colonial Era. During British period our economy deindustrialized sub-

sequently our people were discouraged agriculture activities and ruined our own

family based cottage industries and technological practices. As a result of  British
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policies, we lost our economy, sci-

ence & technology, manufacturing

and innovations. Even after inde-

pendence of the country we could

not change our development par-

adigm due to colonial hangover of

our self-intellectuals, leaders and

policy makers led to centralized

policies in the name socialism for

four decades and afterwards in the

name of capitalism. Therefore, the

country is not taking over the

problems of social evils, unemploy-

ment, agricultural crisis and manu-

facture sector distress and eventu-

ally of  exports.

There are various incidents

happened due to capitalism and

consumerism throughout the

world. Particularly, the European

countries have experienced their

own taste of capitalism when Glo-

bal Financial Crisis happened dur-

ing 2008-09. Subsequently, Britain

had quit the Euro-Union, US start-

ed batting for economic national-

ism through policies of “Be-Amer-

ican, Buy-American and Hire-

American” by Donald Trump

Government. During subsequent

course of these incidents, China

became the major hub of global

manufacturing and became the

source of global supply chain for

most of  the products. COVID-19

has proved that the centralized

policies in the name of socialism

and capitalism won’t serve the so-

cietal needs and sustainable envi-

ronment and economic develop-

ment. China shown the evil of cen-

tralized system when global sup-

ply chain disrupted due to Pandem-

ic COVID-19. The concept of

free trade has been evidenced as

‘un-fair trade’ for developing coun-

tries such as Bharat and other

South-Asian and African countries

of course for developed countries

too. After realizing this fact, the

Government of India has tuned-

up with the argument of

Swadeshi Jagaran Manch by say-

ing ‘Vocal for local’ and an-

nounced the stimulus package of

20 lakh Crore which was equaling

to 10 percent of  Country’s GDP

announced by Shri. Narendra

Modi, Hon’ble Prime Minister un-

der “Atmanirbhar Bharat” to

protect agriculture, small-scale in-

dustry, service activities, migrant

workers and to facilitate day to day

ration and living expenditures of

needy people during lockdown. It

shows that the existing system of

developmental models of which

we are practicing since 1947 even

before are not sustainable for the

wellbeing of people and nature.

And also the policies which we

have adopted are not encouraged

the people to become self-reliant

in their respective professions and

economic activities, instead those

policies made all people depend on

market and the Government des-

perately which is contradictory to

the basic of idea of Bharat.

Bharat was self-reliant in all

walks of day-to-day life through

decentralized, participation orient-

ed, people centric policies where

agriculture, small-scale and cottage

industry, environment and public

health had been utmost importance

by decision makers of that time.

Now, time has come for Bharat to

practice those things and we have

huge potentiality to rise in the world

in-terms of  economy, technology

and exports with given chances in

policy making and access to the re-

sources by the people. All States and

Central Government have to cre-

ate the suitable environment to the

producers and manufacturers to

compete with global giants with

their products, if required con-

cerned departments and govern-

ment authorities have to facilitate

and organize them for import sub-

stitution to serve the nation with

best quality of  product and service.

We have mere share of  total

geographical area with 2.4 percent

for 17.7 percent population of the

world. But, ours is the second larg-

est cultivable land of the world

which is much bigger than China’s

agriculture land though we occu-

py 34 percent of total land to Chi-

na’s total geographical area. We

have bestowed with about15 vari-

ety of Agri.-climatic zones, plenti-

ful rainfall, diversified cultivable

lands for three crops in a year. Pro-

duction of rice, wheat, maize, cot-

ton, sugarcane and agricultural al-

lied activities such dairy, poultry,

fishery have registered in top 5

rankings of the globe. But, our

exports from agriculture sector

Now, time has come for

Bharat to practice 'self-

reliant' things things

and we have huge

potentiality to rise in the

world in-terms of

economy, technology

and exports.
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stood at 15th rank in the in the

world, it is very unfortunate that

the country with bestowed fertile

land mighty rivers is far away in

global exports is because of our

adverse policies. Our farmers un-

able to capitalize their produce in

globalized market, they need be

supported, technology, input and

subsidies to make them self-reliant.

We need to revive agricultural poli-

cies towards holistic and integrative

which considers all the systems and

processes of  agriculture of  “Farm

to Plate” and it should start with

up-lifting the last person of the que

(Antyodaya) in agriculture sector in

terms of  reasonable access to cred-

it, electricity, water, inputs, market

and appropriate technology to

make every farmer self-reliant.

Like-wise, we need to make

pro-industrial policies with due

respect to environment for micro,

small and medium scale enterpris-

es where they can be self-reliant

from regulatory mechanism, in-

vestment, branding, accessing mar-

ket, technology etc. We have SME

and artisanal clusters in all the dis-

tricts of  the country. We need to

address their problems and bring

them up to bridge regional imbal-

ances of inter-state and intra-state,

to generate the employment op-

portunities at the local level and to

curtail the migration problems in

search of livelihoods from rural to

urban and also to make value-ad-

dition to agricultural produce by

the farmers by making them into

associations, cooperatives i.e.,

farmer producing organizations

(FPOs) to manufacture and render

services of  local products based

on agricultural output. If the agri-

culture and small-scale entrepre-

neurship activities are become self-

reliant, most of the problems of

our county would be disappeared

owing to high-labor intensity of

these sectors.

In view of industrial devel-

opment appropriate technology to

be adopted where employment

opportunities increase, agriculture

and industrial stakeholders must be

free from all kinds of Bureaucrat-

ic and market clutches with com-

plete information and also there

should be system where any single

person cannot violate and disturb

the given rules and regulations for

shared wellbeing of  the society.

Our technological progress must

be risen with due respectful R&D

activities for the development of

economy in the interest of public

welfare and the national prosperity.

Bharat should be mapped

according to the nature of climat-

ic zones, agriculture crops and in-

dustrial clusters, based on these

mappings we need to make clus-

ters of different products and ser-

vices based on the availability of

resources and skillful manpower

and technology. At least there

should be a specific product clus-

ter in each and every district of the

country where it can compete in

the global market with local re-

sources by providing employment

and self-employment opportunities

for young minds. Further, agricul-

ture and industrial sector must be

connected with concerned educa-

tional institutions where the stu-

dents and teachers should experi-

ence the dignity of labor and ren-

der their services in respective ac-

tivities to get trained practically and

improved skills.

Consumers also equally im-

portant in the economy and shared

prosperity of the nation. There-

fore, it is the responsibility of all

stakeholders of manufacturing and

service sectors that there should

not be any kind of exploitation in

fixing the prices of  MRP. Swadeshi

Jagaran Manch stated at its incep-

tion that every manufacturer and

service provider must reveal their

cost of production on the pack-

age as like MRP of that particular

commodity and service which are

available in the market. There

should be an equal opportunity for

all consumers to choose the avail-

able services and commodities at

competitive prices with given MRP

and Cost of production in the

market with due respect to cost of

product or service.

Finally, through the above ac-

tivities and economic and environ-

ment friendly decentralized policies

poverty should be eradicated from

its roots. Employment and self-

employment opportunities must

be created for every person as per

the wish of people and entire coun-

try stood for swadeshi and prac-

tice of it for self-reliant Baharat for

welfare and peace of the world

because Bharat is the only country

in the world which acts and prays

for the entire humanity welfare and

sustainability since the time imme-

morial with eternal values and prac-

tices.    qq

The author is a Assistant Professor, Department of

Economic Studies and Planning, Central University of

Karnataka

Employment and

self-employment

opportunities must

be created for every

person as per the

wish of people and

entire country stood

for swadeshi.
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Reclaim Economic Sovereignty

India has not

learnt from its

past mistakes and

allowed China to

drain economy

through

imbalanced

policies.

Anil Javalekar

ECONOMYECONOMYECONOMYECONOMYECONOMY

“Those who cannot remember the past, are condemned to repeat it” said George

Santayana, an influential 20th century American thinker. India lost economic sov-

ereignty to British who colonized India brutally and drained Indian economy like

a wet cow for over two centuries. India did not learn the lesson with British

colonization. It repeated its mistake with overwhelming dependence on USSR

after independence. And India has continued this mistake and allowed China to

drain the economy through imbalanced policies. It is critical to realize that unless

economic sovereignty is gained back, Indian economy is vulnerable to foreign

manipulation. Aatmnirbharta, particularly economic self-reliance, is the only op-

tion and needs to be taken seriously.

Loss of economic sovereignty is Prime
True, the Britishers came in as traders in early 1600s - the Queen gave a royal

charter to East India Company to trade with India. As Britishers cornered trade

from India, they realized quickly that unless they ruled it politically, their ability to

drain the wealth will be limited – so instead of only taking profits, they schemed

to own the principal as well – in real terms they were looting the country in the

guise of ruling it. India was a rich country and yet failed to protect its borders

(Battle of Plassey), could not fight the lop-sided policies and barriers Britishers

saddled India with (duties on metals, cloth and shipping). Their process was also

quite subtle – first they came as traders and became strong trade partners to the

provinces and built relations with powerful people in the courts – then pro-

gressed to becoming political influencers within the royal courts and setting up

their own military units for protecting the trade routes. Then came the final stage

where they simply started calling the shots either through the power of military or

by placing puppets in the various regimes which did their bidding. This progres-

sion was gradual and consistent over 2 centuries. Our loss of  independence was
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not by one single conquest by the

foreigners but years of gradual

swallowing up of our territory and

sovereignty by the British. The

painful lesson here is that the loss

of independence started with loss

of  economic sovereignty.

China now draining Indian
economy like British

China is India’s biggest trad-

ing partner – it imports USD 65

billion while China imports only

USD 16 billion from India– basi-

cally India is  feeding China all the

profits from Indian consumers.

China is making Kanchipuram silks,

Rajasthani jewellery, Krishna idols,

pipes, plastic buckets, electrical

lights, even toys for India. The

alarming part is that many of  our

core purchases are from China -

about 75% of  India’s telecom

equipment is Chinese – three of

every four power plants in India

use Chinese equipment, 70%-80%

of  all Active Pharmaceutical Ingre-

dients (APIs) come from China.

Since India is importing so much

from China, Indian local manufac-

turing has vanished in some indus-

tries and Indians are becoming mere

traders. The manufacturing and in-

novation in China is booming at the

expense of  Indian industry.

China making India depen-
dent

Since India is such a big mar-

ket for Chinese goods, will China

happily let go of the market for

Indian entrepreneurs to succeed? It

is highly unlikely. China is putting

investments in Indian technology

and service companies so that it

can own the tech, the end custom-

er and make Indian business de-

pendent on its capital – this

strengthens their influence with the

government to keep China’s trade

policies favourable. Once China

has cornered this market and owns

so many businesses in India, India

will find it difficult to deal with it

as an equal on strategic issues re-

lating to ts borders, terrorism, its

support of Pakistan etc. It is tragic

that Indian government and busi-

ness communities do not realize

they are putting the country at risk

when they close down factories

and markets locally and go shop-

ping for cheap produce from Chi-

na. Indian consumers are no less

guilty – they prefer to have cheap,

low quality but shiny purchases

rather than sustainable good quali-

ty products produced locally.

Need Swadeshi movement

This is the time for concrete

action. Indian life always advocat-

ed self-sufficiency and living that

way. Ancient villages were self-suf-

ficient for all of  their needs. This is

why swadeshi movement was core

to Indian freedom struggle. The

movement was led by Aurobindo,

Tilak and others against foreign

made goods during the Bengal

partition. Swadeshi i.e. make local,

buy local has been the core argu-

ment made by many stalwarts

over and over again. Deendayalji,

Golwalkar Guruji, Dattopant

Thengdi and many others, spoke

often that for a nation like India,

which enshrined human develop-

ment in spiritual realms, economic

endeavor must embed spiritual

values that enables and holds itself

accountable to an enlightened so-

ciety. In Indian thought, the con-

cept of well-being didn’t stop at

an individual but extended to the

entire community/nation and it is

clear that no individual or commu-

nity can make meaningful progress

unless they are self-reliant and self-

sufficient (the words “swawalam-

bana” and “atma-poorti” were used

by Guruji). They advocated that

India must localize and Indianize the

economic systems rather than blindly

ape the west and transfer our re-

sources or profits abroad.

Swadeshi is not against glo-
bal trade

The idea of swadeshi is not

to reject global trade or globaliza-

tion – rather, the world is intercon-

nected and highly globalized. In-

dia must definitely participate and

shape the global economy. How-

ever, it is important that India must

differentiate between trade “which

is on equal footing” vis-a-vis trade

that places India under the lever-

age of  another country. Indians

must have pride and appreciation

of  buying goods or services orig-

inating in and produced by the ge-

nius of our nation – Indian pro-

duction has to be of such stan-

dards and quality that the consum-

er can feel proud to buy – and this

means India should not only inno-

vate but also leverage global re-

search by Indianizing it for local

production. Sri Dattopant

Thengdiji often lamented the craze

of buying “foreign” goods and the

blind copying of the west.

No individual or

community can make

meaningful progress

unless they are self-

reliant and self-

sufficient … India

must localize and

Indianize the

economic systems.

EconomyEconomyEconomyEconomyEconomy
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Swadeshi doesn’t mean just local

– it means localizing the global and

globalizing the local. In addition to

correcting trade mindsets, strong

local economy ensures a purity of

intent in political systems, media

and regulatory processes – once

self-reliance is the stated objective

for a nation, the role of all institu-

tions automatically gets reshaped to

focus on national interest rather

than getting hijacked for ulterior

agendas.

Understand and Learn from
China’s development

It is a matter of introspection

how China was able to achieve and

maintain its steep growth. China’s

spending on health and education

of its people (advanced skills as

well as vocational training) has pro-

pelled them from being the cheap-

est manufacturers of the world to

the hub of innovation and tech-

nological prowess they now com-

mand. Unlike general perception,

the foreign investment in Chinese

businesses is not because of cheap

labor but increasingly it is for their

high skills and high productivity.

Rural China transformed in the mid

1990s as the rural entreprenurial

revolution – through its township

and village enterprises, millions of

rural entrepreneurs became adept

at running businesses and they were

perfectly placed with skills when

China opened up for global trade.

China had built a strong infrastruc-

ture of ports, roads, highways,

power which enabled these entre-

preneurs to start fast and grow fast.

Act fast towards grassroot
growth

While social mindset overall

will take some time, India can act

decisively in some areas to start

preparing ourselves for the new

direction –

1. Food Security management

through agricultural maturity –

enhance farm productivity with

sustainable practises for soil

preservation and nourishment,

crop management, funding for

adopting mechanization or in-

novation or technology.

2. Key Industrial Sector self-suf-

ficiency and technological ma-

turity - metals, minerals, forests,

water, coal and other assets

must be assessed to ensure self-

sufficiency and encourage

proper utilization.

3. Preserve foreign exchange for

core needs – review Balance of

Trade deficits and eliminate the

non-critical imports – this will

encourage local industry.

4. Ensure Venture capital, debt

capital and quasi-risk capital

availability for entrepreneurs

particularly in small and medi-

um size companies and orga-

nizing the unorganized sectors

for higher productivity, innova-

tion in tech and high-end skill-

ing of labor force.

5. Infrastructure - for businesses

to flourish in rural markets and

keeping overall cost of produc-

tion/distribution low, infra-

structure in form of  roads,

power, water, ports etc. are cru-

cial. This area needs serious re-

vamp of our approach on tim-

ing, cost and assessment of

needs.

6. Local administration and gov-

ernance – de-bottleneck local

businesses and farmers from

doing business, the local admin-

istrations should be incentivised

to support business and farm

prospertiy rather than operate

as political parties or cite a rule

book and slow down the

progress.

7. Invest in high standards of qual-

ity for production and services

– India must Indianize the pro-

duction and distribution pro-

cesses to reduce the cost of the

value chain while increasing the

quality standards. Once locally

produced goods are as good

as or better than imported ones

at the same price, consumption

will inevitably shift to local en-

terprises.

8. Invest in education – amend

curriculum to keep pace with

current developments, evolve

high skill environment and im-

part vocational skilling in keep-

ing with our environment, re-

source availability and develop

entrepreneurship rather than

job-seeking education. As a

new generation takes shape in

the next decade, we will be able

to reap rich dividends.

Time is Now
China unveiled its 14th five

year plan end of Oct 2020 that

clearly articulated its aspirations to

dominate the world in finance,

technology, innovation – China has

been flexing the military muscle

already and supporting our adver-

saries actively. It is high time now

for India to be self-reliant - unless

there is a comprehensive strategy

to transform Indian approach to

truly depend on its own economic

strength, It will simply see smart

headlines and eloquent speeches

with little changing on the ground.

At this point in Indian history, In-

dia will have no one to blame but

itself for squandering this massive

opportunity to stand on its own

feet.        qq

Anil Javalekar: NABARD retiree, Co-Editor of  books:

‘India’s Perspective Policy on Agriculture’ and ‘Droughts and

way Forward’. Regular contributor to Swadeshi Patrika

(English and Hindi).

EconomyEconomyEconomyEconomyEconomy
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Why India's Slowly Blooming Mushroom
Sector Needs Thoughtful Policy Intervention

Since mushrooms

are neither plants

nor animals and

emerge not from

seeds but from

spawns or spores,

they are outside

the ambit of the

Seed Act and

Rules and also the

PPVFR Act.

Indra Shekhar

Singh

FARMINGFARMINGFARMINGFARMINGFARMING

As winter approaches, India’s farmers once again are exploring the mushroom

option as a means of  boosting their incomes. The lockdown has sparked

new opportunity and fungi farms are mushrooming across the country. Many

predict that mushrooms are the next high value agriculture crop which can trans-

form incomes of  small and marginal farmers.

How big is the mushroom wave?

Well, as per government data India in 2013-14 produced 17,100 metric tonnes

of mushrooms, and by 2018 this increased to 4,87,000 MT (about 29 fold in-

crease in four years). Yet India only accounts for about 2% of  the world’s mush-

room production, as the lion’s share is with China which accounts for over 75%

of global production.

States like Uttar Pradesh have already emerged as the top producers in India,

but as consumption is still low – 30 gram per person when compared to US or

Europe (2 kg-3 kg per person) – there is a huge opportunity, both domestically

and for exports, yet to be harnessed.

The mushroom ecosystem – spawning units, composter, marketing and al-

lied services are slowly emerging too. Sonepat, Gorakhpur, etc are emerging as

major centres for domestic production.  Yet surprisingly there are no laws that

regulate the mushroom sector.

Technically, mushrooms are neither plants nor animals and they don’t emerge

from seed but from spawns or spores. This uniqueness keeps these non-photo-

synthetic life-forms out of  the purview of  the Seed Act and Rules and also the

PPVFR Act. In simple words, the mushrooms sector is unregulated.
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Adding to regulatory troubles,

the Patent Act 1970 is also not clear

on the patentability of fungi – even

as other countries like the United

States recognises patents on new

varieties of  fungi or mushrooms.

One feels as fungi are autonomous

living beings and they are exclud-

ed from patentability in India. Ar-

ticle 3 (c) & (j) of the Act may sup-

ports this view.

Nevertheless, clarity needs to

be given by the courts as this will

be big issue as mushroom cultiva-

tion grows in India.

Meanwhile, where does a

mushroom farmers go, if  they has

been given a bad spawn or spores

(spawns and spores are mycelium

that colonise a substratum to pro-

duce mushrooms)? Which stan-

dard should industry, entrepreneurs

and farmers abide by in produc-

tion or purchasing spawns from

the market?

Many farmers already com-

plain of being duped on e-retail

websites, etc, but due to lack of

redressal mechanisms suffer in si-

lence. There are also reports of

spawn units cheating farmers by

supplying inferior spawns and

spores cultures due to lack of a

mushroom eco-system across the

country.

Spawns or spores need to be

kept at a regulated temperature

and for a limited time only, other-

wise, they will lose their efficiency

to produce mushrooms. The Seed

Act does not have jurisdiction here,

and no separate act exists that sets

these guidelines for mushrooms in-

dustry or growers. The modus op-

erandi followed by spawn and

compost traders in India is not reg-

ularised either.

Further, no laws protect the

intellectual property rights or

mushroom growers’ varieties. What

happens when patented mush-

rooms lines and products start en-

tering the Indian markets? Will

those patents be applicable on In-

dian soil and do our mushroom

farmers have to send royalties

abroad? This is a grey zone and

deters foreign direct investment

and new technologies from enter-

ing India.

Mushroom biodiversity is an-

other quagmire for India has hard-

ly tapped into her native biodiver-

sity of mushrooms for medicinal

or edible purposes. For instance,

the love affair with button mush-

room is turning out to be a disas-

ter for other species like native

oysters, milky, paddy straw mush-

rooms, etc.

Plus how effective our nation-

al biodiversity laws have been in

regulating foreign spores, etc en-

tering India, is another cause of

concern. The scale is such that one

big flask of a pure culture of

spawns is enough to seed the en-

tire country’s button mushroom

production hence we have to be

cautious of  genetic bottlenecking.

India needs to nourish herself by

harnessing the full genetic biodiver-

sity, and bring all nutrients and vi-

tamins of the mushroom family to

our thalis.

To correct our course, Indian

policymakers need to create a sep-

arate committee for the creation of

policies and laws in consultations

Mushroom Area Production

(Area in ‘000 Ha) (Production in ‘000 MT)

2013-14 NA** 17.10

2014-15 NA** 51.00

2015-16 170 436.00

2016-17 182 441.00

2017-18 198 487.00
*Data from National Horticulture Board **NA – Not available

with mycologists, farmers and in-

dustry. This body can produce

training SOP, purity standards, op-

erating procedures and redressal

systems for farmers and industry

much like the Seed Act. A separate

sub-department is needed from

the horticulture department. In the

interim period, a notification can

empower officials within the hor-

ticulture department to aid farm-

ers and industry for grievance re-

dressal. The patent question is

gnarly and would need help more

legal and biodiversity experts. Our

regulators have been silent still now

on these critical questions.

By embracing and regulating

mushrooms the government may

have a new ally to combat malnu-

trition and falling farm incomes.

Fungi may also help converts mil-

lions of tonnes of paddy stubble

into edible mushrooms instead of

noxious smog.  Mushrooms are a

gold mine; DARPA already fund-

ed and patented along with re-

nowned mycologist Paul Stamets

various medicinal uses of mush-

rooms, including treatment for

H1n1 virus. India needs tap into

the medicinal R&D with her farm-

ers too. But before the mushroom

sector gets any bigger, the govern-

ment needs to create regulations so

farmers and industry can harness

the full potential of fungi.        qq

Indra Shekhar Singh is Director of Policy and Outreach at

the National Seed Association of India.

FarmingFarmingFarmingFarmingFarming
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What agitating farmers want, and why the
Centre may not oblige 

Hundreds of

thousands of

farmers marching

from Punjab have

laid siege to entry

points to Delhi.

What are their

demands and why

the Centre

considers some of

them untenable?

Anilesh S.

Mahajan

The scale of  the November 26 protest march by 20-odd farmers’ groups of

Punjab to New Delhi has perhaps taken both central agencies as well as the Pun-

jab leadership of  the BJP by surprise. Members of  the farmers’ organisations

were headed for Delhi to stage a dharna in the national capital and build pressure

on the BJP-led Union government against what they consider as contentious pro-

visions in the new central farm laws. The agitation has seen an estimated 200,000-

300,000 farmers converging at various entry points to Delhi.

Protests against the central farm laws began in Punjab soon after they were

passed by Parliament in September. Members of  31 farmer organisations of

Punjab, which represent nearly one million farmers in the state, have been block-

ing highways and railway tracks passing through the state since September 22.

These laws have, among other things, paved the way for farmers to sell their

crops anywhere in the country—both within and outside APMC (Agricultural

Produce Market Committee) markets—and allows them to go for direct con-

tracts with traders and food processors.

However, Punjab’s farmers, the biggest beneficiary of  the Centre’s wheat

and paddy procurement, fear that these laws will harm their interests. They fear

that central agencies, such as the Food Corporation of  India (FCI), might gradu-

ally scale down food procurement targets, and even PDS (Public Distribution

System) allotments may eventually move to the direct benefit transfer system.

PDS alone accounts for about 80 per cent of  the FCI’s outflow, along with ‘right

to food’, mid-day meals and other social schemes.

INSIGHTINSIGHTINSIGHTINSIGHTINSIGHT
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Around 85 per cent of Pun-

jab’s yield coming to the market is

procured by FCI. In the last Rabi

and Kharif seasons, central pro-

curement agencies bought grains

worth Rs 54,000 crore from farm-

ers in Punjab. Farmers are insistent

that procurement and purchase of

their produce at MSP (Minimum

Support Price) rates be made man-

datory. The Union agriculture min-

istry does not find this a practical

option.

On November 13, farmer

leaders from Punjab had met de-

fence minister Rajnath Singh, agri-

culture minister Narendra Singh

Tomar and consumer affairs and

food & public distribution minis-

ter Piyush Goyal to try and resolve

the contentious issues, and both

sides had agreed to meet again and

continue the dialogue. It seemed

like the agitation had been defused

when, on November 18, farmers

lifted their road and rail blockades

and agreed to meet central repre-

sentatives on December 3.

Among the farmers’ demands

are making purchase of all crops

at MSP rates mandatory; setting up

of special tribunals and courts for

redressal of grievances instead of

‘consolation boards’ created under

the local SDM (sub-divisional mag-

istrate), with the local district col-

lector as the appellate authority; and

cheaper access to storage facilities.

The central government has agreed

to work on most of the demands

and make them part of the rules

which will need Parliament’s ap-

proval–except that of making pur-

chases on MSP rates mandatory.

Both Prime Minister Naren-

dra Modi and Tomar have clari-

fied that FCI would continue to

procure wheat and paddy from

farmers in Punjab, Haryana, west-

ern Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh

and other states. The Centre’s ar-

gument is that the new laws will

make even other crops, beyond

wheat and paddy, more viable and

make trading in them easier. But

farmers’ groups in Punjab remain

unconvinced.

The Haryana government’s

police deployment to try and stop

the agitating farmers from march-

ing towards Delhi led to a war of

words between the state’s chief  min-

ister Manohar Lal Khattar and his

Punjab counterpart Amarinder Singh.

Amarinder sought to know why

Haryana was preventing farmers

from proceeding towards Delhi.

One of the worries has been

that the marching farmers were

moving with large supplies of ra-

tion, leading to apprehensions that

this could be a protracted agitation.

The farmers have already finished

sowing their Rabi crop and are

technically free for the next two

months, before the spraying of

next round of  insecticides begins.

On November 28, Union

home minister Amit Shah took

charge of the situation and began

directly speaking to the farmers’

organisations, whose members are

camping outside the national capi-

tal. He urged them to shift to the

designated protest grounds in Burari

and initiate dialogue even before the

scheduled December 3 talks.

Given its limited representa-

tion among the farming commu-

nities in Punjab, the state BJP has

not been able to prevent the farm-

ers’ protest from scaling up like this.

The state BJP unit has cadre only

in 4,500 of the 12,500 villages,

with almost no leaders among the

Jat community. For the past 23

years, the party was dependent on

its erstwhile NDA partner, the Shi-

romani Akali Dal (SAD), for the

same. The SAD walked out of the

NDA in September in protest

against the central farm laws.

BJP leaders accuse Amarinder

of  inciting the farmers with mis-

information and creating a law and

order situation, first in Punjab and

now in the National Capital Re-

gion. While Amarinder has backed

the farmers’ protests, the Punjab

BJP cannot entirely blame him for

the crisis, as the party’s central lead-

ership, too, took its own time to

react to the farmers’ agitation.

Tomar was busy with the bypolls

in his pocket borough of More-

na-Chambal-Gwalior in Madhya

Pradesh. It was Goyal who was

engaging with the farmer leaders

as well as affiliates of the RSS on

this issue.

It was Punjab BJP leader Sur-

jit Jayani who strengthened the ne-

gotiation channels with the farm-

ers and, with the help of Rajnath

Singh, brought the leaders back to

dialogue table. With entry points to

Delhi blocked, farmer leaders are

aware that this is creating pressure

on the Centre. Now, whether this

will provide them a bargaining

chip in the dialogue remains to be

seen.
https://www.indiatoday.in/india-today-insight/story/what-agitating-

farmers-want-and-why-the-centre-may-not-oblige-1745475-2020-11-30

InsightInsightInsightInsightInsight

The Centre’s

argument is that the

new laws will make

even other crops,

beyond wheat and

paddy, more viable

and make trading

in them easier.
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Trade tango in a twist

It may not be

beneficial for

India to seek a

free trade

agreement (FTA)

with trans -

Atlantic economies

of the US and

European Union

as not only

pointed out by the

Union Finance

Minister but also

by Swadeshi

Jagran Manch.

Sanjaya Baru

CONSIDERATIONCONSIDERATIONCONSIDERATIONCONSIDERATIONCONSIDERATION

Having turned its back on a regional trading agreement covering the Asia-

Pacific region, the BJP now says that it would seek a free trade agreement (FTA)

with the trans-Atlantic economies of the US and the European Union. Gopal

Krishna Agarwal, the BJP’s national spokesperson on economic affairs, was re-

ported saying, “We are positive that FTAs with the EU and US will benefit India

and talks will be resumed.” Apart from the fact that this statement runs contrary

to the view on FTAs espoused by many BJP worthies including Nirmala Sithara-

man and S. Jaishankar, as well as the views of  the Swadeshi Jagran Manch (SJM),

it would also appear as if India is chasing two birds in a bush, having given up the

bird in hand.

There may be very good reasons why India opted out of the Regional Com-

prehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) agreement. The two most important

were that its signatories were not willing to alter the rules of origin that India felt

would unfairly benefit China and were unwilling to widen the scope of the agree-

ment to include services trade that India sought. An agreement that was in fact

initiated by the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) ended up be-

ing perceived as China-led. While Japan made a friendly gesture by saying the

doors are still open for India, the fact remains that Asia to India’s east has turned

its back on her and signed up with China, at least on trade.

While foreign policy analysts have called the Indian decision on RCEP a

retreat from her ‘Look East/Act East’ policy and at odds with her Indo-Pacific

strategy, trade economists have questioned the assertion that FTAs have contrib-

uted to India’s ‘de-industrialisation’. If  Indian industrialisation has not proceeded

at the required pace, the reasons are largely domestic—ranging from the ‘unease’
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of doing business to the inadequa-

cy of investment in infrastructure,

in trained and productive human

capital and, a much less discussed

issue, the entrepreneurial and tech-

nological incompetence of the tra-

ditional business class.

Despite all these hurdles, the

Indian economy did reasonably

well compared with her peers dur-

ing the quarter century 1990-2015;

a period during which the share of

trade in national income went up

from less than 20 per cent to more

than 50 per cent. During the same

period India’s share of  world ex-

ports increased from 0.5 per cent

to 1.70 per cent. The anti-trade

rhetoric of the BJP gets little sup-

port from data.

Faced with these anti-trade

views of an SJM spokesperson in

the 1990s, international trade econ-

omist Jagdish Bhagwati famously

said, “If he is an economist, I am

a bharatnatyam dancer!” BJP

spokesperson Agarwal’s assurance

that after rejecting RCEP, and

FTAs in general, his party’s gov-

ernment would seek an FTA with

the US and EU looks more like an

impromptu twist and cha-cha-cha
than methodical bharatnatyam.

ConsiderationConsiderationConsiderationConsiderationConsideration
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It also begs the question as to

how India can get a more favour-

able FTA out of the US and EU

than it was likely to get from its

Asian neighbours. The record of

multilateral and regional trade dis-

cussions over the past two decades,

ever since the Doha Development

Round of  the World Trade Orga-

nization got grounded, suggests

that both the US and the EU seek

assurances that India is unwilling to

give. The fact that they have be-

come India’s geopolitical partners

and share concerns about an ag-

gressive, assertive and rising China

does not mean they are willing to

be accommodative on trade. That

is precisely why even a ‘politically

friendly’ Donald Trump adminis-

tration was unwilling to be friend-

ly on trade. Clearly, New India

needs new thinking on trade.
Baru is an economist and a writer. He was adviser

to former prime minister Manmohan Singh.
https://www.theweek.in/columns/Sanjaya-Baru/2020/11/26/trade-

tango-in-a-twist.html

Despite all these
hurdles, the Indian

economy did
reasonably well

compared with her
peers during the

quarter century 1990-
2015; a period during

which the share of
trade in national

income went up from
less than 20% to more

than 50%.
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Recession, Technical Recession or
Depression?

When negative

growth continues

for half a year

then economy is

said to have

entered a

"technical

recession" and

that economy has

started to

contract.

Dr. Bharat

Jhunjhunwala

ANALYSISANALYSISANALYSISANALYSISANALYSIS

Our GDP growth rate was negative to the tune of (-) 24 percent in the first

quarter April to June of the present financial year 2020-21. It was expected

to be negative at about (-) 8 to 10 percent in the second quarter ending Septem-

ber 2020. So, what does this mean? A negative growth rate in a single month is

considered inconsequential and an aberration. If it continues to be negative for

the entire quarter then the economy is said to have entered a “recession.” If the

negative growth continues for two consequent quarters then the economy is said to

have entered a “technical recession” meaning that the economy has started to con-

tract according to accepted global economic parameters. Beyond this, negative growth

can sometimes continue for many years. The United States of  America, for exam-

ple, had negative growth rates in seven out of nine years between 1930 and 1938.

Such negative growth rates extending to many years are called “depression.”

The International Monetary Fund and the World Bank have made different

assessments of the present situation. The Fund has assessed the present slow-

down to be a “technical recession,” that is, it expects the negative growth rate to

turn positive soon. On the other hand, the Bank has stated that the global econo-

my has already entered into a “depression.” The Bank expects the negative growth

rate to continue for a number of  years. Both institutions agree that the global

economy has contracted in the first two quarters of the present financial year and,

therefore, we are in a technical recession. The difference is that the Fund expects the

global economy to bounce back soon while the Bank expects the negative growth

rate to continue for many years as had happened in the United States in the thirties.

The key question before us, therefore, is this: what will determine whether we will

come out of the ongoing technical recession soon or after a long time?

The entire world is hopeful that vaccine will soon be developed to contain

the Covid-9 Pandemic. Many companies have claimed that vaccines developed

by them are about 90 percent efficient. They hope to make these commercially
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available for widespread use very

soon—maybe within a few

months. The Fund has assessed that

the technical recession will end soon

on the basis of this best-case sce-

nario. On the other hand, the Cov-

id-19 virus is known to mutate rap-

idly and assume new forms. It is

possible, nay, likely that a vaccine

may be rendered ineffective against

the mutated virus. A new round of

the Pandemic may then be un-

leashed. It has also been seen that

the persons getting cured from

Covid do not often regain their

earlier good health. Some contin-

ue to suffer from physical weak-

ness, headache, breathlessness, etc.

The output produced by such per-

sons will be less for a long time

leading to lower growth rate. Much

time may also be taken in the ap-

proval, commercial manufacture

and in reaching the vaccine to the

seven billion population of the

world. This may take up to three

years. Further, past experience sug-

gest that the immediate impact of

a financial crisis is less than the sub-

sequent impact. Global economy,

for example, had contracted by

merely (-) 0.1 percent in 2008 when

the last global financial crisis had

erupted. It contracted by a huge (-

) 2.5 percent in 2009. This means

that an economic shock gets deep-

er just as a worker who does not

get adequate food may continue to

work at nominally reduced effi-

ciency for one month but would

collapse thereafter. It is not possi-

ble to forecast with any sense of

credibility whether the present re-

cession will remain “technical” as

assessed by the Fund or it has al-

ready become a “depression” as

assessed by the Fund because of

these uncertainties

The Fund and Bank are also

in agreement that nearly all coun-

tries have succeeded in averting a

financial collapse by borrowing

and keeping the wheels of their

economies turning. This is a happy

situation. However, both the insti-

tutions also agree that the econo-

my will bounce back with fresh

vigor after the Pandemic only if

the borrowed money is invested

in education and technological

upgradation just as the students

engage in learning with fresh vigor

after the summer vacations. Gov-

ernments have adopted different

strategies to make the borrowings,

however. Some have borrowed

from the market while others have

asked their central banks to print

notes and provide the loans. The

Governments have borrowed

money in both the cases. Differ-

ence is that the borrowing from

the market leads in greater demand

for loans, an increase in the inter-

est rate, and a corresponding in-

crease in the interest burden on the

government. This increased burden

can then lead to default by the Gov-

ernment if the economy does not

bounce back. The same loan when

provided by printing of notes by

the central bank leads to an increase

in the currency in circulation, to

inflation and to debasement of the

currency. Thus, whether the mon-

ey is borrowed by the Govern-

ment from the market or the cen-

tral bank does not change the long-

term scenario. The only difference

is whether the borrowing will play

out as a default by the Government

or as debasement of  the currency.

We need to be careful.

Moody’s has already downgraded

Indian Government’s debt to Baa3

category which is the lowest in “in-

vestment” grade. Any further

downgrade will place our Govern-

ment Debt in “junk” category and

make it very difficult for the Gov-

ernment to raise the loans from the

market. It is necessary that the

Government deploys the borrow-

ings so as to pull the economy out

of the recession soon.

The Fund and Bank both sug-

gest that the loans taken by the

Governments to overcome the

Pandemic should be used for im-

proving the skills and technology.

That would be like the student

spending a loan to learn a new

course that would then enable her

to crack the entrance examinations

in the ensuing year. The same loan

would push her into a deep pit if

used for a pleasure trip. A trader

from Faridabad recently told me

that he made very good business

selling packed sweets during the

recent festivals. On being asked

how he made good business when

the economy was floundering, he

said that the Government Employ-

ees had a steady stream of income

and they made huge buying. This

means that the Government has

used the loans taken during the

Pandemic to support consumption

rather than investment. That does not

augur well for our country.
Formerly Professor of Economics at IIM Bengaluru

It is not possible to

forecast with any

sense of credibility

whether the present

recession will remain

“technical” as assessed

by the Fund or it has

already become a

“depression”.

AnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysis
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BHAG is Aatmanirbhar Bharat

The top-level

leadership of the

Bharat has made a

decision to be

AatmaNirbhar.

This is a time

consuming and

long term work.

Alok Singh

SCRUTINYSCRUTINYSCRUTINYSCRUTINYSCRUTINY

The Aatmanirbhar Bharat is the BHAG of  India and it complements that

BHAG is AatmaNirbhar Bharat.  BHAG is - big hairy audacious goal. In

simple words it implies- ‘think big and aim high’. BHAG is a long term goal

spread over 10 to 30 years. BHAG was coined by Jim Collins and Jerry I Porass,

in their book titled -”Built to Last: Successful Habits of Visionary Companies”.

Jim Collins is a business consultant and Jerry I Porass is a professor at Stanford

University Graduate School of  Business.

The decision of Aatmanirbhar Bharat was announced by the prime minister

himself. The decisions are made at a different level. Some decisions are made by

top-level management, some decisions are made by middle-level management

and some decisions are taken by management which is engaged on floor or ground

i.e. operations level management. The top-level management makes strategic de-

cisions. The strategic decisions are to match the mission and vision of  the compa-

ny and the strategic decision has a huge cost, it needs huge investment and hence

absorbs high risk as well. The top-level management makes sure and takes all the

precautions to craft its decisions so that the project is successful and the risks

could be mitigated as far as possible.

The top-level leadership of the Bharat has made a decision to be AatmaNir-

bhar. This is a time consuming and long term work. It is a ‘big’ work and engages

a lot of stakeholders, including- buyers and consumers and their participation in

its favour. It is ‘hairy’ as it touches all the sectors, including- defence and commu-

nication, pharmaceuticals and education. It is ‘audacious’ as the world is integrat-

ed and decoupling or searching for substitute raw materials and processes are a

complex challenge, including- encapsulating the trade policy and foreign policy.

The ‘goal’ is demanding in character and nature, including-taking care of the glo-

bal citizens and global climate. AatmaNirbhar Bharat is bigger than BHAG.

AatmaNirbhar Bharat is more complex than Make in India. Make in India is

about manufacturing in India. It does not differ too much between a domestic
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brand company and a foreign

brand company. AatmaNirbhar

Bharat is about the fair partnership

and sustainable growth by linking

the aspects of  security, sovereign-

ty, environment, society, education,

food, climate and many more.

 This decision has a responsi-

ble democratic aspect. It has as-

pects of ease of doing business,

tariff aspects, and financial aspects,

apart from other aspects. The lead-

ership has committed financial in-

centives as well apart from other

necessary commitments. There are

many varieties of financial incen-

tives. For example- tax incentives,

sector specific incentives, financing

incentives, production linked incen-

tives, and so on. The ‘production

linked incentive’ PLI is one which

is most talked about. During No-

vember 2020 the additional pro-

duction linked incentives worth

1.46 lakh crores of rupees for ten

sectors have been announced. The

ten sectors are automobiles and

automobile components, pharma-

ceutical drugs, telecommunication,

advanced chemistry cells, technol-

ogy products, textile products,

food products, white goods, cap-

ital goods and speciality steels. It is

spread over five years and incen-

tives are in phases. The idea is that

in five years of the time the com-

panies will become sustainable and

globally competitive. Earlier the

government announced production

linked incentives for electronics

manufacturing, medical devices and

pharmaceutical ingredients worth

more than 50,000 crores rupees.

These reflect that the govern-

ment has done its part of work

well. It is for the first time that

many launch pads for domestic

manufacturers have been provid-

ed simultaneously in the globally

competitive landscape. India is the

biggest market and the government

of India is committed to the histor-

ical change in the business process.

Whatever concerns have been raised

by the manufacturers and their as-

sociation has been accommodated

to a great extent in the AatmaNirb-

har Bharat. There is neither dearth

of skills nor lack of talent; it is the

turn of the intent to prove itself. It

is the intent of public sector com-

panies as well as the private sector

companies. The domestic talent

spread over the world are willing

to contribute their expertise in this

mission. It is the responsibility of

the domestic manufacturers to de-

rive maximum advantage for the

nation in this historical moment. It

is the opportunity which will decide

the future of the domestic manu-

facturers in the decades ahead; in

fact it will also drive the global lead-

ership of immediate future.

The weaknesses have to be

addressed and in the course, sec-

tor-specific adjustments have to be

accepted. For example- the elec-

tronics industry has the real chal-

lenge of dealing with a situation of

non-availability of fabricating

plants for semiconductors and

printed circuit boards domestical-

ly. There are suggestions that the

public sector companies can take

the risk and invest in design, the

private sector has the best oppor-

tunity to avail the incentives an-

nounced by the government and

invest in this sector and own the

Indian semiconductor fabrication

plant, and old fabrication plant can

be purchased for the time being.

China Taiwan and USA has the

maximum number of semicon-

ductor fabrication plants. Not hav-

ing a fabrication plant for semicon-

ductors is the biggest drawback

for all the electronics device man-

ufacturers in India, whether it is

telecommunication devices or elec-

tronic appliances. It is the semicon-

ductor chips which has more than

fifty percent share in the value chain

of the electronics and communi-

cation devices. Our stock market,

banks, communication system, de-

fence equipment or whatever we

are using has non-Indian semicon-

ductor chips. We don’t know the

magnitude of our security which

is exposed to foreign players in

general and China in particular. We

simply can’t succeed without own-

ing a fully indigenous semiconduc-

tor fabrication plant on our moth-

erland. The foundations of Aat-

maNirbha Bharat can’t be laid on

microchips which are not manu-

factured or designed or fabricated

by the Indians in India. The private

sector has received enough encour-

agement; there is nothing more what

the government can do. But at the

same time, the public sector com-

panies should also compete in the

semiconductor fabrication facility.

We need the best semiconductor

designer who has to be an Indian

and has to work in India. The best

of our talent which are working at

foreign locations needs to be hunt-

ed by the domestic companies. We

need urgently a successful semicon-

ductor design which is indigenous

to march on the path of  success.qq

ScrutinyScrutinyScrutinyScrutinyScrutiny

We simply can’t

succeed without

owning a fully

indigenous

semiconductor

fabrication plant on

our motherland.
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Reconstructing Identity and Contesting History

The Meenas of Jaipur

A study of the

Meenas of Eastern

Rajasthan clearly

proves the

importance of

oral traditions as

sources of history

in reconstructing

identity movement

among a major

tribal social group

of Wetern India.

Prof. Nandini

Sinha Kapur

This chapter is based on oral traditions of the Meenas (the largest tribal com

munity of Rajasthan) of Jaipur region, recorded in early nineteenth-century

bardic traditions Koormavilása Vamsavali of  the Kachwaha royal family Nain-

siKayd rural records and exploration records These oral traditions continued to

be reaffirmed through the twentieth century, for the Meenas lend themselves a

respectable presence by giving themselves glorious past The chapter consists of

three sections The first. section discusses the importance of oral traditions as

Source of history and the elite perception of the Meenas from the fourteenth to

the nineteenth centuries. The second section focuses on the general context of

regional state formation in which construction of  history and inventions and ad-

aptations underlying these legends are discussed. The third section highlights the

territorial process of  state formation in medieval Jaipur to situate the Kachwaha-

Meena relationship in this historical context This section also focuses on the polit-

ical and economic importance of the Meenas for the early Kachwaha state (six-

teenth century) and marginalization of the Meccas by the eighteenth century In

conclusion we briefly introduce important aspects of Rajputization of the Mee-

nas of  Jaipur and sum up the results of  the study.

The importance of oral traditions in reconstructing identity has been high-

lighted by historians and sociologists For instance one of  the chief  functions at

oral traditions is protest against injustice exploitation and oppression, it helps re-

trieve the image of the community Since social protests have always to be contex-

tualized oral traditions have mostly been conceived as invented’ Alan Dundes,

while explaining his theory of Nationalistic Inferiority Complexes and the Fabri-

cation of  Folklore quotes instances of  Scotland, Germany. Finland and twenti-

eth-century America. which undoubtedly had a need to invent traditions These

countries were suffering from a severe case of an inferiority complex and “folk-

lore apparently fills national psychic need, namely to assert one especially in time
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of crisis, and to instil pride nation-

al that identity But Indian experi-

ence whether bardic of different

communities or national folklore,

questions such a perspective and

calls for a critique of such general-

izations. The opinion that folklore

is always fake has also been ques-

tioned. In the context of making

of  identity. Madan Sarup observes.

The more recent view is that iden-

tity is fabricated, constructed in pro-

cess, and that we have to consider

both psychological and sociologi-

cal factors It cannot fully explain

what most people experience.

Jan Vansina rightly points out

that oral traditions are re presenta-

tions of the past in the present One

cannot deny either the past or the

present in them To attribute their

whole content to the evanescent

present as some sociologists do is

to mutilate tradition, it is reduction-

istic To the impact of  the present

as some historians have done is

equally reductionistic Traditions

must always by understood as re-

flecting both past and present in a

single breath. Hence, existing situ-

ations prompt explanation as to

why they exist Such explanations

arise ex post facto and are there-

fore, newly created messages .

Writing on tribals David Har-

diman in his work on the Dangis

of southern Gujarat, opines that it

is wrong to believe in an absence

of history among adivasis because

it is hardly recorded The fact that

they are known to have migrated

from one area to another, and that

they were in some cases a region-

ally dominant power-all indicate

that their history is as full as that

of the rulers whose deeds fill me-

dieval ballads and chronicles.

The history of the Meenas has

also remained beyond record Per-

sian chroniclers. like ZiyauddinBa-

rani and Yahya bin Ahmad refer

to the Mewatis, or Meos and hot

the Meenas in their description of

crimes committed around Delhi

and the Gurgaon Alwar belt. For

instance, Barani in his Tuck-1.

FirozShal. describes the Meos of

Mathura, Gurgaon, Alwa,” and

Bharatpur as dacoits who frequent-

ly attack Delhi Darani writes.

At night they were accustomed

to come prowling into the city of

Delhi, giving all kinds of trouble and

depriving people of their rest, and

they plundered the country houses

in the neighbourhood of  the city.

Their daring was carried to such an

extent that the western gates of the

au were shut at afternoon prayers

and no one dared to leave it after

that hour. In turn they were treat-

ed by the Mohammedan rulers

with the most merciless cruelty.

Meenavati or Meena territory

is supposed to have comprised the

regions of Jaipur, Sawai Mad-

hopur and Udaipur. The presence

of Meenas is also reported from

the state of Bundi as early as the

seventeenth century Nainstri Khyat,

and Mindesh also consisted of

most of the eastern part of Rajas-

than-Alwar, Bharatpur, Dholpur

and Karauli. Fluidity of ethnic pop-

ulation in historic times does not

make it an easy task to extricate the

Meenas from the Mewatis of east-

ern Rajasthan. Mayaram opines,

“Now it is certainly possible, as

suggested earlier, that the Meos

were a combination of many

groups. Local population must

have been far more fluid than they

are today. Finally this section does

not deal with the problem of co-

lonial construction of Meo-Mee-

na equivalence but with the elite

perception of such ethnic groups

as Meos and Meenas. Even ir we

grant the distinction between Meos

and Mers, did the Rajasthani elite

perceive the Meenas differently

from the colonial rulers.

In Amuralavyam, seven-

teenth-century Sanskrit text from

the court of Mewar (southern Ra-

jasthan), the Meenas are clubbed

together with the Bails a viclena

social group In other words the

Menna continued to be portrayed

act only as an ethnic community

along with other tribal population

but  also as anti-social elements

well into the seventh century.  qq

The importance of oral traditions in

reconstructing identity has been

highlighted by historians and

sociologists for instance one of the

chief functions at oral traditions is

protest against injustice exploitation

and oppression.

A study of the Meenas of Eastern Rajasthan clearly proves the

importance of  oral traditions as sources of history in reconstructing

identity movement among a major tribal social group of 
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Swadeshi Jagran Manch alleges
‘nexus’ in retail trade

The Swadeshi Jagran Manch (SJM) on Decem-

ber 13 demanded that the government not allow a

“nexus” of multinational companies and large Indian

business houses such as Reliance Industries to domi-

nate the retail industry in the country as it would lead

to the exploitation of  farmers, kirana store owners,

wholesalers and even consumers.

Calling for amendments to the Foreign Direct

Investment norms in multi-brand retail to block what

it termed as “cunning deals” to circumvent extant re-

strictions in the policy, the Manch, an affiliate of  the

RSS, said the government’s response to its repeated

complaints about foreign firms violating norms “is

not at desirable level”. In a resolution passed on De-

cember 13, the SJM also expressed concerns about

the amendments to the Essential Commodities Act

to lift storage quantity restrictions on all farm products

for exporters, super markets and large wholesalers.

Stressing that retail is one of the largest employ-

ment generating sectors in the country, the resolution

said that the “nexus of MNCs and Indian business

should not be allowed to operate in India” as it will

hurt a very large population working in local kirana

stores, small scale suppliers and consumers at large.

The resolution repeatedly referred to the Reliance

Industries’ foray into the retail sector and warned that

local kirana stores would be transformed into fulfil-

mentcentres for Jio Mart and wholesalers converted

to warehousing lots for JioMart and Reliance Retail.

Referring to Reliance Retail’s acquisition of  Fu-

ture Group’s retail business and e-pharmacy NetMeds,

the resolution stated that chemists will also need to

compete with online vendors.

“It is suspected that more than 38% of retail

market shall be with Reliance Industries Ltd alone. These

developments would result in monopolistic situation

where a single party shall not only be able to exploit

suppliers and farmers by making purchases at cheaper

rates but would also be able to exploit the consumers

by offering goods at higher prices in the absence of

competition in the market,” the SJM noted.

“The government should examine critically the

real impact of such developments on the overall

employment in the unorganised retail as well as on

the consumers at large. Sale of medicines through e-

commerce should not be permitted keeping in view

the law of the land and the likely impact on health

safety of  the population,” the resolution demanded.

“FDI norms should be suitable amended to

block the entry of MNCs in multi brand retail trade

in India in any format directly or indirectly,” it added.
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/rss-affiliate-swadeshi-jagran-manch-alleges-nexus-in-retail-trade/

article33322051.ece

Purchases below MSP should
be declared illegal: SJM

Swadeshi Jagran Manch (SJM) has suggested the

government to amend the farm laws to overcome

drawbacks and plug the shortcomings. The outfit in a

statement said that the farm laws enacted by the Modi

government are in the interest of  farmers. But some

amendments are needed to allay the fears and doubts

over the MSP. It observed that intention of  Farmers

Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion and Fa-

cilitation) Bill, 2020’ is seemingly that farmers get the

right price for their produce in the absence of inter-

mediaries. However, there is a doubt that in the ab-

sence of ‘mandi fee’, buyers will be encouraged to

buy out of  the APMC markets.

In such a situation, it said that the APMC mandis

will no longer be generally preferred by private play-

ers and thus farmers will also be forced to sell out-

side the mandis.

The outfit said that MSP should be guaranteed to

farmers and purchases below the MSP should be de-

clared illegal as it expressed fear that in such a situation,

big procurement companies may exploit the farmers.

“It would be appropriate that when laws are

being made and purchases are being allowed outside

the APMC markets, MSP is guaranteed to the farmer

and purchases below the MSP are declared illegal. Not

only the government, should private parties also be

barred to buy at less than MSP,” according to a reso-

lution passed by the SJM on Sunday.

It said that all procurer companies and traders

should compulsorily be registered.
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“It is good for the farmers to have more op-

tions to sell their produce. In reality, if  one large com-

pany or a few companies dominate, the bargaining

power of  the poor farmers will be badly affected.

The government had earlier said that 22 thousand agri-

culture mandis would be established. This task should

be completed on fast track basis,” it demanded.

The Farmers’ Produce Trade and Commerce

(Promotion and Facilitation), 2020 Act defines a farmer

as a person “who engages in the production of  farm-

ers’ produce by himself or by a hired labour”. This

definition of  farmer in the bill is such that companies

will also be included in the definition of  farmer.

The SJM said that it will not be appropriate, add-

ing that a definition of  farmer should include only

the farmer who engages himself  in farming, not com-

panies. It said that if  farmers sell outside APMC man-

dis, they will not have the facility to get advance from

traders. In such a situation, when a farmer enters into

a contract with a company, the payment should start

from sowing stage itself.

The SJM also suggested that there should be a

judicious dispute resolution mechanism for the farm-

ers engaged in contract farming. The ‘Dispute Reso-

lution Mechanism’ proposed by the ‘The Farmers (Em-

powerment and Protection) Agreement on Price As-

surance and Farm Services Bill, 2020’, related to con-

tract farming is very complex for the farmers, it said.

“Already over burdened Sub-Divisional Magis-

trate has been placed in key role in dispute resolution.

Due to this, it would be extremely difficult for the

farmers to get justice in the event of  a dispute. Estab-

lishment of  farmers courts on the lines of  consumer

courts would be a plausible solution,” it said.

Thousands of  farmers, mostly from Punjab and

Haryana, are currently staying put at Delhi’s borders

with Haryana and Uttar Pradesh in protest against the

Farmers’ Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion

and Facilitation) Act, 2020, the Farmers (Empower-

ment and Protection) Agreement on Price Assurance

and Farm Services Act, 2020 and the Essential Com-

modities (Amendment) Act, 2020. They have ex-

pressed apprehension that these laws would pave the

way for the dismantling of the minimum support price

system, leaving them at the “mercy” of big corpora-

tions. However, the government has maintained that

the new laws will bring farmers better opportunities

and usher in new technologies in agriculture.
https://www.indiatvnews.com/news/india/purchases-below-msp-should-be-declared-illegal-rss-affiliate-swadeshi-

jagran-manch-671291

SJM picks holes in Centre’ three
farm laws

Swadeshi Jagran Manch, has warned the Naren-

dra Modi government of “monopolistic” situation

in Indian markets “where a single party will not only

be able to exploit suppliers and farmers but also con-

sumers” and suggested changes in FDI rules to block

the entry of  MNCs in retail sector. While stating that

it believes the government’s intention in bringing new

agricultural acts is “good”, it also proposed amend-

ments in them “to overcome drawbacks in the acts.

Plug shortcomings and allay the fears and doubts”

and “remunerative MSP to farmers under law”.

A resolution passed at its All India convention

said the intention of  ‘The Farmers Produce Trade

and Commerce (Promotion and Facilitation) Bill,

2020’ is seemingly that farmers get the right price for

their produce in the absence of  intermediaries.

“However, there is a doubt in absence of ‘Man-

di Fee’ buyers will be naturally encouraged to buy out

of  the APMC markets. In such a situation it would be

appropriate that when laws are being made and pur-

chases are being allowed outside the APMC markets,

minimum support price (MSP) is guaranteed to the

farmer and purchases below the MSP are declared

illegal. Not only the government, should private par-

ties also be barred to buy at less than MSP.”

The resolution further said that “Farmers’ Pro-

duce Trade and Commerce (Promotion and Facilita-

tion), 2020 Act defines a farmer as a person ‘who

engages in the production of  farmers’ produce by

himself or by a hired labour’.

This definition of  farmer in the Bill is such that

companies will also be included in the definition of

farmer. Calling this “inappropriate”, the SJM said

“definition of  farmer should include only the farmer

who engages himself  in farming, not companies”.

Advocating “judicious dispute resolution mech-

anism” for farmers engaged in contract farming, the

SJM said the ‘Dispute Resolution Mechanism’ pro-
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posed by the ‘The Farmers (Empowerment and Pro-

tection) Agreement on Price Assurance and Farm

Services Bill, 2020’, related to contract farming is very

complex for the farmers”.

“Already overburdened Sub-Divisional Magis-

trate has been placed in key role in dispute resolution.

Due to this, it would be extremely difficult for the

farmers to get justice in the event of  a dispute. Estab-

lishment of  Farmers Courts on the lines of  Consum-

er Courts would be a plausible solution,” it said.

Meanwhile, in a hard hitting observation on cor-

porates, another resolution said “Reliance Retail and

Big Bazaar will dominate over other players in the

multi-brand retail in physical format such as Dmart,

Cromaetc and local kirana stores transformed into

fulfilmentcentres for Jio Mart”.

It cited Facebook’s investment in JioPlatforms;

a company promoted by Reliance Industries Ltd, as

an example and wanted such partnerships to be disal-

lowed from operating in India.

“More than 38% of  India’s retail market will be

with Reliance Industries Ltd alone and some recent

decisions and developments “would result in monop-

olistic situation where a single party will not only be

able to exploit suppliers and farmers by making pur-

chases at cheaper rates but will also be able to exploit

consumers by offering goods at higher prices in the

absence of  competition in the market,” it said, asking

for “change in FDI norms to block entry of  MNCs

in new retail format”. It urged the government to

“examine critically the real impact of such develop-

ment on the overall employment in the unorganised

retail as well as on the consumers at large”.

“Sale of medicines through e-commerce should

not be permitted keeping in view the law of  the land

and its likely impact on health safety of the popula-

tion and  FDI norms should be suitably amended to

block the entry of MNCs in multi brand retail trade

in India in any format directly or indirectly,” it said.

“The government has restricted entry of MNCs

in retail trade. FDI policy of the government has not

permitted FDI in inventory model of  multi-brand re-

tail trade. However, to ensure that the sector makes use

of the latest technological developments, it has per-

mitted MNCs to operate in multi-brand retail sector

with Market Place Model where they facilitate the local

players to sell their products and to the consumers to

buy the products online,” according to the resolution.
https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/nation/sangh-affiliate-sjm-warns-of-monopoly-in-indian-retail-market-183788

How Farmers Protest Changed
Political Equations?

Usually permutations and combinations of  po-

litical parties resulting in the make or break of allianc-

es is an election-eve development. Such a political re-

alignment is essentially driven by an urge for political

aggrandizement unconcerned with the concerns of

the people. But, contrary to such political expediency,

India’s political spectrum saw a unique rally of  polit-

ical forces behind the farmers’ protest.

Notwithstanding the accusations of the ruling

BJP that the Bharat bandh and the farmers’ protest

are opposition inspired, political parties cutting across

ideological boundaries rallied for the farmers’ cause.

The BJP’s allies, AGP in Assam and RLP in Ra-

jasthan, supported the farmers’ demands. The RSS

affiliates, BharatiyaKisanSangh(BKS) and the Swadeshi

Jagran Manch(SJM), have called Modi’s new farm laws

pro-corporate. In a blatant departure from one nation

one market postulated by modinomics, the BJP chief

minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan said that the state gov-

ernment would only buy the yield of crops of Madhya

Pradesh, and if anyone from other states tries to sell

their produce in the state, then their trucks will be confis-

cated, and they will be imprisoned. The BJP’s time-test-

ed ally in Punjab, the ShiromaniAkali Dal (SAD), walked

out of  NDA in protest against new farm laws. Yet

another BJP ally, JananayakJanata Party (JJP) of  Harya-

na, is under tremendous pressure from party MLAs to

come out of  NDA, fearing farmers’ backlash.

Punjab has seen the convergence of political ri-

vals Congress, AAP, SAD in backing the farmers pro-

test. A similar political convergence was evident across

India. The Trinamool and the CPI(M), the TRS and

the congress, LDF, and UDF, etc have opposed the

new farm bills. Therefore, the farmers’ cause has united

the parties across the political spectrum. The BJP has

to face the challenge if this political expression fur-

ther consolidates as the farmers’ protest intensifies.
https://www.gulte.com/political-news/41287/how-farmers-protest-changed-political-equations
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Exit from China-LED RCEP may
temporarily help

For now, it appears to be a right decision on In-

dia's part to opt out of the China-led 15-nation Re-

gional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP)

agreement to protect the country's immediate industri-

al and trade interests. After prolonged negotiations for

years, the agreement, sans India, was finally passed a

fortnight ago. The credit for India's exist from RCEP,

however, goes to the right-Swadeshi Jagran Munch

(SJM), which staunchly fought against India's participa-

tion at the final stage of  RCEP negotiations, last year.

Few were surprised when Prime Minister Narendra

Modi himself came to the domestic industry's rescue.

In a way, SJM was also responsible to save the

face of  industry, including multinational corporations

with strong manufacturing base in India, which was

highly concerned about facing uneven competition

from certain aggressive Asian partners in the local

market. Conveniently, large local industrial producers

provided a silent consent to the SJM outburst against

RCEP. Few were ready to compete with countries

such as China, South Korea and Japan for a share of

the local market. Already, imported products are

flooding the Indian market. Getting increasingly

squeezed, many local manufacturers have also turned

importers of  finished products.

The Covid-19 impact apart, India's economy is

in a critical stage. Boasting more than half-a-trillion

dollar annual imports, the country offers a great at-

traction to almost all exporting nations, especially from

the Asia-Pacific region. In 2018-19, India's total mer-

chandise imports amounted to US$514 billion, regis-

tering a 10.41 percent growth over the previous fis-

cal. Of late, the rising volume of imports is deeply

eating into the country's financial resources with trade

deficits widening year after year.

In 2019, India recorded a massive trade deficit

of US$159.73 billion, the world's third highest after

the US and UK. The CIA World Factbook noted In-

dia's current account deficit in 2018-19 as also the

world's third highest. India's trade deficits with China

in 2017-18 and 2018-19 were, respectively, $63 billion

and $53.56 billion, the largest with any country. Clearly,

the Indian economy can't sustain such large annual trade

deficits for long. The RCEP agreement will bring down

import duties on 80 percent to 90 percent of the goods,

along with easier service and investment rules.

The single most important reason for India's re-

luctance to join RCEP was China. New Delhi is be-

lieved to have decided not to join any multilateral trade

negotiation where Beijing is a member. India's rela-

tionship with China has turned worse since last year.

In the last five years, China has made a deep inroad

into India's economic system. There was no recipro-

cal concession from China. In 2018-19, China's two-

way merchandise trade with India was $87.07 billion.

Of this, China's exports to India amounted to $ 70.32

billion. It imported goods worth only $16.75 billion

from India.

Officially, India had opted out of  the RCEP di-

alogue in November, last year, when Prime Minister

Narendra Modi surprised all other fellow members

of the RCEP participating countries by choosing to

drop out of the partnership at the Bangkok summit.

Industry in India was never comfortable with

RCEP negotiations. The government was under big

pressure from the SJM against RCEP. Interestingly,

just a month before the prime minister himself an-

nounced India's withdrawal from RCEP negotiations,

SJM organised a 10-day nationwide protest against

India becoming part of such an agreement. SJM's

protest programme followed RSS head (sarsanghcha-

lak) Mohan Bhagwat's discourse about promoting

swadeshi in his annual Dussehra speech, last year

Bhagwat cautioned the government against rush-

ing into the deal. "The nation is currently facing a cri-

sis in both manufacturing and agriculture which is re-

sulting in job losses in the country. Though the crisis

in the manufacturing is due to the lack of a compre-

hensive industrial policy since 1991," SJM co-conve-

norAshwini Mahajan stated. "The free trade agree-

ments (FTAs) India has signed in the last decade play

a major role by allowing cheap imports and hollow-

ing out of  Indian manufacturing.

In 2018-19, India had a trade deficit with 11 of

the 15 RCEP negotiating countries. In the previous

year, India had a US$104-billion trade deficit with
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RCEP countries and more than half of this was with

China." While the WITS (World Integrated Trade

Solutions-World Bank) data shows the deteriorating

trend in the trade deficit, India's trade balance to total

trade ratio deteriorated from -17.5% to -22.6% with

respect to ASEAN, -43% to -56.2% for South Ko-

rea, and -30% to -44.9% for Japan. RCEP would

further deteriorate the situation, argued SJM.
https://theshillongtimes.com/2020/11/30/exit-from-china-led-rcep-may-temporarily-help/

Swadeshi Lobby Demands 7-Day
Ban On Amazon, Flipkart For

Flouting Country of Origin Rule

Unhappy with the paltry amount of penalty levied

by the Ministry of Consumer Affairs (MCA) on Ama-

zon India, for not providing the details of ‘country of

origin’ of  products displayed on its platform, pro-kira-

na stores and small traders’ lobby groups have demand-

ed a 7-day ban on the Jeff  Bezos-owned company.

Confederation of  All India Traders (CAIT),

which supports the cause of lakhs of kirana shops

and Swadeshi Jagran Manch (SJM) have said that they

were not happy with the amount of INR 25K penal-

ty that Amazon has been asked to pay by the ministry.

While CAIT’s secretary-general Praveen Khan-

delwal has demanded a week-long ban on Amazon,

SJM’s national co-convenorAshwini Mahajan has de-

manded that the fine collected should be proportion-

al to the loss incurred by the economy due to pur-

chase of  foreign goods. Amazon was fined INR 25K

for violating government’s norms on displaying the

country’s origin on products sold on the platform.

The fine follows a notice issued by the govern-

ment against Amazon for not displaying such informa-

tion and a Delhi HC notice to the ecommerce player.

The notice was issued by the bench comprising

Chief Justice D N Patel and Justice PrateekJalan to

the ecommerce company in response to a petition

filed by advocate AmitShukla, seeking Amazon to

comply with the Legal Metrology Act 2009, which

mandated the display of ‘country of origin’ on prod-

ucts retailed online.

Speaking to Inc42, Praveen Khandelwal, CAIT’s

secretary-general of  CAIT said, “We believe that fine

should be exemplary so that mistakes like this don’t

get repeated. But imposing a fine of just INR 25K

for not obeying the law is more like compromising

with the law. Amazon can go on disobeying the law

as for them the amount is very small.”

He demanded the government to impose a

week’s ban on Amazon. Khandelwal said, “There has

to be an example set. If they are willfully breaking the

law, then there is some vested interest.”

Meanwhile, AshwiniMahajan, Swadeshi Jagran

Manch, told Inc42, “The fine should be in propor-

tion to the losses incurred by the Indian economy due

to purchase of  foreign goods at their platform. The

fine imposed needs to be steep.”

Taking a stern view against ecommerce players,

Khandelwal said, “Law should be equal for every-

body and other ecommerce players (Flipkart, Myn-

tra) should also face the heat for flouting rules. I am

unable to understand why they were not fined.”

The consumer affairs ministry had issued a no-

tice last month which read, “It has been brought into

notice that some of the ecommerce entities are not

displaying the mandatory declaration on digital plat-

forms required under the Legal Metrology (Packaged

Commodities) Rules, 2011.”

The ministry had added that Flipkart India Pvt

Ltd and Amazon Development Centre India Pvt Ltd

had to ensure that all mandatory declarations were

displayed on the digital and electronic network used

for ecommerce transactions.

Meanwhile, ecommerce companies claim that

they have started showing the country of origin tag in

the newer listings, while the older listings would take

time. Also, there are millions of  listings available which

eventually will take a reasonable amount of time as a

lot of  scanning was required. Also, only sellers will be

able to update the listings and not the marketplace.

A senior executive from an ecommerce compa-

ny had told Moneycontrol, “This happens because

of  multiple sourcing of  a product. So, the product is

sourced from a foreign country but is assembled in

India. Or also when there is a reseller involved who

has bought the product in India but it was originally

sourced from a foreign country.”          qq

https://inc42.com/buzz/swadeshi-lobby-demands-7-day-ban-on-amazon-flipkart/
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